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Abstract
A 6082 aluminium alloy has been characterized with regard to the influence
of surface roughness on fatigue strength. Earlier results from this work have
been reported elsewhere1. Fatigue life testing of smooth specimens was used to
establish reference curves for the material in extruded and forged T6 condition.
The extruded material was found to have better fatigue strength than the forged
material, although the cyclic stress-strain response was similar for both. The
forged material was tested in T5, T6 and T7 tempers, showing no significant
difference in fatigue strength.
Surface roughness was created by circumferential grinding of cylindrical
test specimens, and the surface topography was measured using a white light
interferometry microscope. The measurements proved to be accurate, although
errors were observed for certain surface features. Residual stresses were quanti-
fied by X-ray diffraction. Compressive residual stresses of around 150MPa were
found in both rough and smooth specimens. Load cycling did not significantly
alter the surface residual stresses.
Stress solutions ahead of all major surface grooves were found using a linear
elastic material model. Estimates of cyclic stresses and strains were calculated
in the notch roots using different Neuber corrections of the linear solution. The
results were compared to finite element analysis employing a bilinear kinematic
hardening model. A generalized version of the Neuber correction was found to
be within 20% of the nonlinear finite element results.
Several empirical models for the notch sensitivity factor were investigated.
These were found to be unable to describe the notch influence on fatigue life
and initiation life. In order to follow this approach, it was recommended that
different test specimens should be used where the short fatigue crack growth
could be monitored.
It was shown that microstructural fracture mechanics theories could be used
to estimate the fatigue limit of rough surfaces. In some cases, initiation from
material defects or weaknesses would override the influence of surface geometry.
In one specimen, the initiation appeared to have started as at a de-bonded grain,
while in other cases, initiation was thought to have started at larger second
phase particles embedded in notch roots. Further work in this area should focus
on statistical descriptions of surface roughness, inherent material defects, and
their interaction.
1S.K. Ås and B. Skallerud. Localised cyclic plasticity and initiation of fatigue cracks in aluminium
using measured surface topography, In Proc LCF5, Berlin, 2003.
S.K. Ås, B. Skallerud, B.W. Tveiten, and B. Holme. Study of fatigue crack initiation in rough sur-
faces using the finite element method and measured surface topography, In Proc ECF15, Stockholm,
2004
S.K. Ås, B. Skallerud, B.W. Tveiten, and B. Holme. Fatigue life prediction of machined components
using finite element analysis of surface topography, Int J Fat, 27:1590-1596, 2005.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A large part of engineering design involves assessment of strength in structures
and components. Depending on the intended application of the product, dif-
ferent failure modes are considered, each with its corresponding theoretical
framework. A structure can fail due to buckling where the theory of elasticity
is a central element, or due to static overload where plasticity theory is used.
Fatigue failure can occur if the structure is subjected to alternating loads below
what is required to cause static failure. This can occur after thousands or millions
of load cycles, indicating that the material weakens or experiences fatigue damage
due to the repeated loads.
Whereas the conditions for yielding can be determined quite accurately
using a single plasticity analysis, the fatigue process is composed of several
stages that require different analysis strategies. In the broadest sense, one of two
assumptions about the material is made:
1. The material is homogenous and free of initial defects.
2. The material is homogenous, but contains an initial defect or crack.
If the first assumption is reasonable, the fatigue initiation life can be estimated
from the cyclic stress state in the surface of a given structure. The stresses are
calculated analytically or numerically from an idealized model of the structure,
and the fatigue life is found by correlating fatigue lives of small-scale specimens
tested under similar stress states. In the second assumption, a mathematical
model of an idealized crack is used to predict the crack propagation life from an
initial defect. An appropriate length and shape of the idealized crack must be
assumed, and can for instance be the largest possible crack that may pass quality
inspection without being detected.
The two assumptions require different mathematical models and test pro-
cedures to establish relevant material properties. Test specimens for initiation
and propagation of fatigue cracks are shown in Figure 1.1. A compact-tension
specimen is typically used in fracture mechanics testing, and a round bar is
used in strain controlled fatigue testing. The round bar specimen represents the
material behavior in the notch of a component, and the fatigue life to fatigue
i
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2 Introduction
Compact
tension test
Nucleation and
early growth
Plastic
zone
Low cycle
fatigue
test
Figure 1.1: Different laboratory test specimens are used to quantify the material’s
resistance to fatigue failure. The low cycle fatigue specimen is here assumed to
represent the material at a geometric stress concentration in a component, while the
compact tension test simulates the conditions for a long crack [1].
crack initiation life for this specimen is assumed to coincide with the actual
component. When the crack has grown further into the component, a compact
tension specimen can be used to estimate the crack growth rate at a given crack
length.
Material data in engineering design is typically derived from small scale
specimens, since testing on full scale components is expensive or even impos-
sible if very high loads are required. However, using test data obtained from
small scale specimens poses a significant challenge. The component geometry is
quite different in terms of geometry and surface finish, and will experience envi-
ronmental attacks as well as different loading conditions than the test specimens.
Although it is, to a certain extent, possible to establish empirical relations for
such influences separately, it is not feasible to test every combination of influence
factors. In order to establish methods with general life prediction abilities, it is
of interest to limit the empiricism associated with fatigue strength in favor of
physical models with broader applicability.
Quantification of surface roughness with regard to fatigue crack initiation is
the topic of this study. Material from a car suspension arm, shown in Figure 1.2,
is used for testing and evaluation of fatigue prediction methods. In the following
sections, a motivation for this research is given, along with an introduction to
engineering methods used in fatigue life prediction.
1.1 Aluminium in automotive design
Using aluminium alloys in passenger cars is not a new idea; the FordModel-T for
instance featured an aluminium body as early as 1922 [2]. Since then, aluminium
alloys have been limited in use due to their higher cost and less developed
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1.1 Aluminium in automotive design 3
Figure 1.2: The suspension arm in a Saab 9-3 Convertible.
manufacturing processes compared to steel. Aluminium does, however, offer
the advantage of lower weight, and has therefore been used in high performance
cars where the higher cost can be justified.
Vehicle weight reduction has become increasingly important in the past
decades. The US Government has imposed some of the strictest standards on
fuel efficiency and exhaust emissions since the 1970s, in large parts due to the
1973 oil crisis [3]. Also, the mounting problems of air pollution in larger cities
during this period promoted emission legislations in both Europe and USA. The
immediate response from the car industry was to reduce the size of passenger
cars and discontinue the larger engine options [4]. Weight reduction influences
fuel economy directly, since less energy is needed for acceleration, and indirectly,
since a smaller engine is required in a lighter car.
In order to reduce vehicle weight, the car industry has seen a continu-
ous increase in aluminium usage in the last 30 years, mainly as cast engine
blocks, engine parts, and transmissions where significant weight savings can be
achieved [5, 6]. In the last decade, aluminium has also found use in structural
applications in mass market cars, such as brake components, steering compo-
nents and suspension control arms – areas where safety is of great concern and
traditional steel solutions used to dominate. Vehicles with extensive use of
aluminium, such as in body structures and panels, are still mainly found in the
high-end market. A notable exception is the compact Audi A2, produced from
1999 to 2005, which used an aluminium space frame concept developed for the
i
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more expensive Audi A8.
It is paradoxical that, despite the increased use of lightweight chassis designs,
the average weight of cars has increased steadily since the mid 1980s. This is
especially pronounced in the US, where the average weight for all 2006 models
was 1878 kg, up from 1406 kg in 1987, and exceeding the 1975 average by 37 kg [7].
One reason for this is the increased market share of vans and SUVs. Along with
pickup trucks, these accounted for 50% of the sales in 2005, up from 19% in
1975. Within each vehicle category, from small cars to large trucks, the weight
decreased by less than 1% over the same time period [8]. The reason is that the
achievements made in lightweight chassis design have been offset by weight
gains in the powertrain and the interior.
Suspension components, along with wheel rims and brake components are
unsprung masses, which make weight reduction important for ride quality
and response as well as for reducing the total vehicle weight. The suspension
arm referred to in this report is currently in use in General Motor’s “Epsilon”
architecture – a common platform for mid-size, front wheel drive cars such as
Opel Vectra, Saab 9-3 and Pontiac G6. The material is a 6082 aluminium alloy,
which has good formability and corrosion resistance as well as high impact
and fatigue strength. Good formability is important for this component since
it is produced by forging. Although stronger aluminium alloys exist, these
are less suitable for forging operations and may also lack adequate corrosion
resistance [9]. In North America, the 6061 alloy has been used for similar
applications due to its better formability, albeit lower strength [6]. Advances in
manufacturing technologies have in the past decades established less formable,
higher strength alloys as viable and light weight alternatives to steel in car bodies
and safety critical components [10, 11].
1.1.1 Design criteria
The high-strength alloys in the 2000 (AlCu) and 7000 (AlZn) series have been
subject to extensive fatigue research due to their use in aircraft structures [12].
A so-called damage tolerant design is used in fatigue life assessment, where a
certain amount of crack growth is allowed before they need to be replaced. The
integrity of the structures is guaranteed by regular inspection intervals. As an
additional safety measure, some parts are replaced after a predefined number of
takeoffs and landings or miles flown. Fracture mechanics is the foundation of the
damage tolerant design, and has proven highly successful for this purpose [13–
15]. Ground vehicles for public use cannot rely on frequent inspections and
replacement of parts. A safe life design is therefore used, where structures
are designed to be safe throughout the service life of the vehicle [9, 16]. This
entails a very different fatigue life prediction regime than the fracture mechanics
approach used in airplanes. Referring again to Figure 1.1, the damage tolerant
and safe life design criteria require material parameters derived from compact
tension tests and plain specimen fatigue tests respectively. Whereas aircraft
alloys are well characterized in terms of fatigue initiation and crack growth in
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1.1 Aluminium in automotive design 5
the open literature, fatigue data for the alloys emerging in car structures are
more scarce. These alloys consist for the most part of the 5000 (AlMg) and 6000
(AlMgSi) series, known for their good corrosion resistance and strength, as well
as being applicable in cost effective manufacturing processes involving welding
and forming operations [5, 17, 18].
For safety critical components, such as a suspension arm, fatigue life is de-
fined as the time to initiate a small crack, although fracture mechanics can be
used to assess the component’s integrity in case of a special event loading [19].
Compared to airplane structures, there is more uncertainty as to what loads to
expect for a given car component due to individual driving styles and varying
geographic road conditions. Furthermore, the prediction of fatigue crack initia-
tion is associated with less accuracy than crack growth predictions, leading to a
considerable uncertainty with regard to fatigue strength even under controlled
laboratory conditions. In order to account for uncertainties, various empirical
safety factors are used, in effect increasing the size of the components so that
fatigue failure would be highly unlikely from the expected use. Prediction un-
certainty is therefore a competing factor in the aforementioned trend towards
reducing vehicle weight – improving life prediction accuracy allows lighter
designs to be used.
1.1.2 Virtual prototyping
Development cost and time to market are the governing design aspects in the
automotive industry. Releasing new and improved designs can give a significant
competitive edge and define the success or failure of an entire product line. A
study that aimed at shortening a typical 4 year development programme by 20%
suggested an estimated £1 billion in increased sales and cost savings of about
£90 millions for a given car manufacturer [20]. At the same time, the cost of a
recall after the model has been released can be very high, thus the reduction in
development time cannot be made at the expense of quality. Extensive testing
of prototypes in laboratory and on proving grounds prior to the release of new
models is therefore required in order to guarantee the safety and functionality
of the design. With the high production volumes found in the car industry,
a significant cost of tooling and automated production lines can be defended,
but as a consequence, design changes are very expensive once the production
line has been laid out. Computer simulations are therefore used extensively at
an early stage in design, and the accuracy of these simulations can reduce or
eliminate surprises during final testing [21, 22].
Figure 1.3 shows an example of a quarter car finite element model where
strains in the lower suspension arm were found by running dynamical simula-
tions of various road conditions and driving styles [23, 24]. The critical location
with regard to fatigue life was identified as shown in the inset figure, where the
time history of surface strains for the whole component were used with a strain
based damage model. The developments in software and computing power in
the last decade has established full vehicle simulations as an efficient design tool,
i
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Figure 1.3: A flexible multibody model of a short-long arm (SLA) suspension system.
Dynamical simulations of driving yields the estimated fatigue life, shown as log-life
color codes to the right [23, 24].
allowing engineers to evaluate road handling, noise, aerodynamics, strength
and stiffness [25, 26]. This is commonly referred to as virtual prototyping. One
of the goals of the current work is to improve the fatigue life prediction methods
used in such simulations1.
1.1.3 Production monitoring
In-line process inspection is of interest for quality assurance in high volume
production. Stopping the production is very expensive, and is not done unless
the process clearly operates outside its limits – at the same time, having a
faulty process running also leads to lost production time and refinement to
scrap down the production line. Visual control is error-prone and ineffective,
leading to a strong demand for automatization of product inspection [27]. A
white light interferometry (WLI) microscope [28] is used in the current work to
measure surface topography. Fast, non-contact measurements can be made using
WLI, making the technique attractive as an in-line process inspection tool. By
developing a framework for fatigue life prediction based on WLI measurements,
1FE-Fatigue from nCode and FEMFAT fromMagna are finite element post-processors that support
the most common multibody FE codes, such as ABAQUS, ANSYS, FEDEM, ADAMS and HyperMesh.
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1.2 Fatigue life assessment 7
more accurate criteria can be used for halting and adjusting the production
process.
1.2 Fatigue life assessment
A description of the fatigue phenomenon is best illustrated through some of the
empirical fatigue life assessment methods developed over the years. Although
these methods are quite old, they are still used by engineers in initial design
studies or even for final designs where large safety factors are viable.
1.2.1 Fatigue life curves
The beginning of fatigue research, and especially the use of fatigue life curves,
is somewhat erroneously credited to Wöhler. He was not the first to study
fatigue, nor did he use curves but tables to present fatigue life data [29]. This
is not to imply that he does not deserve his current fame; among his most
important contributions was the notion of an endurance limit and that stress range
as opposed to peak stress is a governing parameter. He was also the first to
propose an infinite-life concept using safety factors to account for scatter, and he
made in-service load measurements on railway axles and built rotating-bending
and torsional fatigue test machines to test smooth and notched specimens. The
pioneering research he did in the 1860s was unsurpassed in the 19th century.
When Basquin, 50 years later, formulated the familiar log-log relation between
stress amplitude σa and fatigue life Nf as σa=A(Nf)B, he used Wöhler’s fatigue
life data [29]. This expression was later reformulated to depend on the number
of reversals:
∆σ
2
= σa = σ′f (2Nf)
b, (1.1)
where σ′f is the fatigue strength coefficient and b is the fatigue strength exponent.
In this formulation, σ′f at one half-cycle (2Nf=1) is consistent with the definition
of monotonic fracture strength σf, although their values usually differ [30].
A typical SN curve is shown in Figure 1.4. The stress-life approach is used
in the high cycle fatigue region, with Nf typically larger than 104 cycles. Above
107 cycles, a few materials, most notably low- and medium-strength steels,
exhibit a distinct endurance limit σ0 for constant amplitude loading, while most
other materials show a continuously sloping curve [30]. Fatigue testing using
ultrasonic frequencies have shown that materials can fail in the 108–1010 cycle
range, with an intermediate plateau around 107 [31]. Fatigue crack initiation in
this giga-cycle regime occurs inside the material as opposed to on the surface,
indicating that an altogether different fatigue mechanism is at work [32, 33].
For shorter lives where the material no longer is elastic, stress is unsuitable
to describe the material behavior. In the early 1960s, Coffin and Manson [35]
presented a relationship similar to Eq. 1.1 using plastic strain amplitude:
ε
p
a = ε′f(2Nf)
c, (1.2)
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Figure 1.4: A schematic SN curve, showing typical behavior at different load lev-
els [30, 34].
where ε′f is the fatigue ductility coefficient and c is the fatigue ductility exponent.
This equation can be combined with the stress-life relation to include the high
cycle fatigue regime. The stress amplitude in Eq. 1.1 is then expressed by the
elastic modulus E and the elastic strain amplitude, which combined with Eq. 1.2
gives the following relation between total strain amplitude and reversals to
failure:
εa = εea + ε
p
a =
σ′f
E
(2Nf)b + ε′f(2Nf)
c. (1.3)
Various attempts have been made to relate the fatigue strength parameters
to material properties that are easier to measure, such as monotonic tensile
strength, hardness and ductility. Machine design handbooks present methods for
estimating σ′f and b this way, and propose different scaling factors for aluminium
and steel alloys. When these methods were developed, a limited number of
alloys were used by engineers, thus the application of these methods today are
highly questionable. A recent statistical treatment of such estimation techniques
show a large amount of scatter for various aluminium alloys, and slightly less
for steels [36].
1.2.2 Load type effects
The fatigue life curves in the previous section are usually found by fully re-
versed, uniaxial cycling. This stress state is generally different from load-bearing
components, which often have a tensile mean stress as well as torsional loads.
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1.2 Fatigue life assessment 9
The mean stress is given by
σm =
σmax + σmin
2
, (1.4)
where σmin is the minimum stress for a cycle and σmax is the maximum stress.
When running fatigue tests at different stress ranges, the mean stress is com-
monly expressed by the load ratio
R =
σmin
σmax
, (1.5)
so that R=-1 for zero mean stress. The mean stress can be accounted for by
replacing the fatigue strength factor σ′f in Eq. 1.1 and Eq. 1.3 by σ
′
f − σm. In
accordance with experimental results, this shifts the SN curve, or the elastic part
of the total strain curve, downwards for tensile mean stresses (σm > 0) [37].
Morrow [38] suggested that the stress amplitude in Eq. 1.1 could be replaced by
an equivalent stress amplitude
σam =
σa
1− σm
σ′f
. (1.6)
The same correction can be applied to Eq. 1.3:
εa =
σ′f
E
(
1− σm
σ′f
)
(2Nf)b + ε′f(2Nf)
c. (1.7)
Smith, Watson and Topper [39] proposed a different modification of the total
strain life equation:
σmaxεa =
(σ′f )
2
E
(2Nf)2b + σ′f ε
′
f(2Nf)
b+c, (1.8)
which has found widespread use in the local strain approach.
If torsional loads are present, the fatigue life will depend on alternating shear
stresses as well as principal stresses. The interaction of shear and normal stresses
or strains is complicated and not fully understood, especially in cases where the
torsional loads are out of phase with the the tensile load cycles [40]. Findley [41]
was among the first to recognize that multiaxial fatigue damage could be related
to shear and normal stress components calculated on a critical plane. The critical
plane was chosen so that the maximum value of the damage parameter
∆τ
2
+ kσ⊥max (1.9)
was obtained, where ∆τ is the shear stress range in this plane and σ⊥max is the
maximum stress normal to the plane during a load cycle. The parameter k was
i
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found by comparing uniaxial and torsional fatigue tests. A similar strain based
model was proposed by Brown and Miller [42]:
∆γmax
2
+ f (∆ε⊥), (1.10)
where ∆γmax is the maximum shear strain range and ∆ε⊥ is the strain range
normal to the plane of ∆γmax . Kandil et al. [43] later suggested that the simple
linear function f (∆ε⊥) = k∆ε⊥ could be used in Eq. 1.10 to describe the influence
of normal strain. This has showed good correlation between prediction and
experiments for in-phase and out of phase loading of a 6061 alloy [44].
1.2.3 Statistical analysis
Fatigue life curves commonly refer to the average fatigue life, i.e. a 50% prob-
ability of failure. In engineering design, this is an unacceptably high failure
probability, thus a more conservative curve should be used based on the variance
of the fatigue data. A high scatter is often observed in fatigue testing, which gen-
erally requires a large amount of test specimens to establish fatigue life relations
and the associated variance [45]. On the other hand, fatigue testing is expensive
and time consuming, thus a limited number of specimens are usually tested [46].
To further decrease costs, tests are often terminated at lives between 2× 106 and
107 cycles, regardless of whether the material is known to exhibit a fatigue limit
or not.
A least squares method is commonly used to find the parameters in Eq. 1.1
and 1.3, assuming that the error has a normal distribution. Maximum likelihood
methods can alternatively be used, giving more model flexibility. Runouts can be
taken into account using censoring and the standard deviation can be defined as
a function of applied loading. Various distributions for the estimated parameters
can be used as well, although the limited amount of data commonly available
in fatigue tests rarely justifies the use of one over the other. The assumptions
about spread become important when dealing with the small lower confidence
bounds used in engineering design [47].
The standard deviation can be constant or a function of stress level, in order
to include the common observation that scatter increases as the stress amplitude
approaches the fatigue limit. The standard deviation s for a given fatigue life Nf
can be modeled as a function of stress level as
s(∆σ) =
√
Var(ln(Nf)) = exp (β1 + β2 ln(∆σ)) , (1.11)
where β2 = 0 results in a constant standard deviation. Different models for the
mean fatigue life can be used. As illustrated in Figure 1.4, the stress-life curve is
generally not log-linear. A model that can describe the behavior at the fatigue
limit has been proposed by Pascual and Meeker [48] as
Nf(∆σ) = α1 + α2 ln(∆σ− γ), (1.12)
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1.2 Fatigue life assessment 11
where the modeled ∆σ approaches the value γ asymptotically with increasing
fatigue life. The value of γ is a statistical representation of the fatigue limit for
materials that exhibit such behavior, and should not be confused with dedicated
fatigue limit testing [49]. Pascual [50] later developed a theoretical framework
for planning experiments when using the model in Eq. 1.12.
1.2.4 Surface condition
The surface condition influence the crack initiation stage to a great extent. The
significant surface parameters with regard to fatigue life are:
Residual stress: Compressive residual stresses are beneficial while tensile resid-
ual stresses are detrimental to fatigue life.
Surface roughness: Rough surfaces introduce stress concentrations which are
detrimental to fatigue life.
Surface microstructure: Grain orientation and size as well as precipitates and
inclusions affect the initiation and early crack growth.
All of these properties will generally be different in a component compared to
the test specimens used to determine the fatigue life curves. In engineering
design, these effects are commonly accounted for using reduction factors which
modify the endurance limit of the material:
∆σ0mod = ks∆σ0, (1.13)
where ks is the product of individual surface reduction factors for residual stress,
surface roughness, and microstructure [37]. Reduction factors may be available
in tabular form, usually for specific machining processes, so that the correction
factor in reality includes a combination of surface properties.
Residual stress
Machining processes involving material removal can cause the outer material
layer to yield in tension, producing compressive residual stresses at the surface
due to the constraint of the bulk material. Residual stresses in the surface are
also affected by thermal processes such as heat treatment and welding [51].
Residual surface stresses show the same general influence as the mean stress
effects from loading described in Section 1.2.2. The same corrections can be
applied for fatigue initiation analysis, however, there is some uncertainty with
regard to stress relaxation from cyclic loading [52].
Shot peening is a process where compressive stresses are induced in the
surface layer to improve fatigue life. Fatigue initiation at locations of peak
tensile stresses below the surface have been observed for components treated this
way [53], effectively diminishing or overriding the effect of the accompanying
surface roughness.
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Figure 1.5: Fatigue reduction factors for estimating the effect on surface finish on
the fatigue limit of steel structures [54].
Surface roughness
Surface roughness imposes stress concentrations in the surface where fatigue
cracks may initiate. Figure 1.5 shows a diagram of reduction factors for steel
alloys according to Juvinall [54]. Each curve is based on fatigue limit testing of
several steel types, where the observed surface influence stems from a combina-
tion of residual stress, roughness, and microstructure.
The most widely used parameters to describe surface roughness in current
engineering practice is shown in Table 1.1, where the most commonly used
among these are Ra and Rz [55]. Some efforts have been made to quantify
surface roughness based on the imposed stress concentration. Neuber [56]
proposed an expression for the stress concentration factor as
Kt = 1+ 2
√
λR10ρ−1, (1.14)
where ρ is the asperity root radius, λ is the ratio between spacing and depth of
the asperities, and R10 is the ten-point roughness:
R10 =
1
5
5
∑
i=1
(zi)max +
1
5
5
∑
j=1
(zj)min. (1.15)
Eq. 1.14 predicts a smaller Kt for closely spaced asperities as may be expected, but
the actual values of λ and ρ are hard to define for generic surface textures. Based
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Table 1.1: Surface parameters defined in ISO 4287:1997
Surface height z where z¯ = 0
Maximum peak height Rp zmax
Maximum valley depth Rv zmin
Maximum peak to valley height Rz zmax − zmin
Arithmetical mean over L Ra 1L
∫ L
0 |z|dx
on Eq. 1.14, Arola and Williams [57] suggested a different stress concentration
factor
KAR = 1+ n
RaRz
ρ¯R10
, (1.16)
where the dependent parameters are more easily quantifiable. The parameter n
take account for load type effects, and the shape of the grooves are taken into
account by ρ¯, i.e. the average radius of the deepest valleys.
Surface microstructure
Even smooth specimens contain inherent stress concentrations in the form of
inclusions and second phase particles with different elastic modulus than the
surrounding matrix. Cast alloys usually have voids in the surface, and particles
may de-bond to form the equivalent of voids that also act as stress concentra-
tions [58]. Güngör and Edwards [59] found that for a forged 6082 alloy, initiation
occurred at coarse particles introduced in the forging process, resulting in a 20%
reduction in fatigue life compared to smooth specimen SN data.
A reduction of fatigue life can be observed with the increase in component
size. This poses a problem, since fatigue testing is conducted on specimens that
aremuch smaller than the actual components. The difference can be related to the
fatigue process; being a weakest-link mechanism, the increase in surface area will
lead to a higher probability of encountering microstructural weaknesses. From a
production viewpoint, it is also difficult to control the microstructure throughout
the volume of larger components, particularly for heat treated alloys [60]. The
size effect is most prominent for notched components as will be discussed in the
following section, and in more detail in Chapter 2.
1.2.5 Notched components
Since virtually all engineering structures contain notches in one form or another,
the treatment of this in fatigue life prediction has received considerable attention
over the years. Figure 1.6 shows a finite element analysis of a notched geometry
loaded in the axial direction. The stress concentration for this notch can be
defined based on either net section stress Sd or the remotely applied stress SD.
In terms of net section stress, the stress concentration reads
i
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Figure 1.6: Nomenclature for round bar with a circumferential notch. A stress SD is
applied in the axial direction, corresponding to a nominal net section stress of Sd = 1.
The elastic stress distribution ahead of the notch have been calculated numerically
by finite element analysis (ν = 0.3).
Kt =
σnotch
Sd
, (1.17)
where, σnotch is the axial stress in the notch. Unless otherwise stated, this is the
definition of nominal stress used here, where S = Sd.
Empirical notch corrections
In fatigue life tests of notched geometries, the effect of Kt appears to have less
influence than under static loading, which has led to the definition of a separate
fatigue notch factor, Kf. The fatigue notch factor relates the unnotched fatigue
strength to the notched, nominal fatigue strength as
Kf =
∆Sunnotched
∆Snotched
(1.18)
at a given life, usually at 107 cycles. The discrepancy between Kt and Kf is
expressed by the notch sensitivity factor
q =
Kf − 1
Kt − 1 , (1.19)
where the value of q varies from 0 to 1, corresponding to no influence of Kt to
full contribution respectively.
The need for a fatigue concentration factor was addressed by Gough in
1924 and later expressed as Kf in Eq. 1.18 (or as βk in Germany), by Thum
and coworkers [29]. The reason for the difference between Kt and Kf is that
i
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surface tensile stresses alone cannot characterize the physical processes of fatigue
initiation, which take place in a characteristic volume ahead of the notch. A
widely used empirical expression for Kf for different notch geometries was
proposed by Neuber [56]. By considering the stress distribution ahead of a notch
with a given notch root radius, he arrived at an expression for q based on the
average stress up to some distance ahead of the notch:
q =
1
1+
√
cN/ρ
, (1.20)
where cN is a material parameter with a unit of length and ρ is the notch root
radius. Neuber assumed that this length was related to a microstructural length
over which no stress gradient could exist. Using Eq. 1.19, the notch factor can be
written
Kf = 1+
Kt − 1
1+
√
cN/ρ
. (1.21)
For a given Kt, this equation describes a decreasing notch effect with decreasing
radius. A sharp notch will have a steep theoretical stress gradient that, according
to Neuber, would not affect the material beyond the critical length cN . A similar
theory was proposed by Peterson [61], where instead of averaging the stress
ahead of the notch, he used the stress solution at a single location ahead of the
notch:
Kf = 1+
Kt − 1
1+ cP/ρ
. (1.22)
Siebel and Stieler [62] expressed Kf by the relative stress gradient:
Kf =
Kt
1+
√
cSχ
, (1.23)
where, for loading in the z direction using cylindrical coordinates (cf. Figure 1.6),
the relative stress gradient is
χ =
1
σnotch
(
∂σz
∂r
)
notch
. (1.24)
The subscript notch denotes quantities calculated at the notch root.
The fatigue notch factor is typically close to one in the low cycle fatigue
region, while approaching the value of Kt for high cycle fatigue. Juvinall [63]
and Shigley [64] have suggested using a second fatigue notch factor K′f at 10
3
cycles, whereby both the slope and the shift of the notched SN curve can be
corrected. This is shown schematically in Figure 1.7. A notch sensitivity can be
defined at 103 cycles, similar to Eq. 1.19:
q′ =
K′f − 1
Kf − 1 . (1.25)
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Figure 1.7: Estimate of R=0.1 SN curves for notched components [65]
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Figure 1.8: Empirical relationship between K′f and Kf as a function of ultimate
strength [54].
Figure 1.8 shows an empirical relation between q′ and ultimate tensile strength
for aluminium and steel, where it can be seen that the notch effect at short lives
diminishes for soft or low strength materials, while stronger materials show an
almost constant notch effect at high and low lives.
Plasticity in notches
A plastic zone develops ahead of the notch at higher loads, effectively redis-
tributing stresses and lowering the actual stress concentration factor. Neuber
i
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developed theoretical models for calculating the plastic stress-strain response
in shear strained bodies [66]. He found that the theoretical stress concentration
factor was related to the actual stress and strain concentration factors as
K2t = KσKε, (1.26)
which has become known asNeuber’s rule. This was later shown to be applicable
to axial loading by Topper, Wetzel and Morrow [67], using
Kε =
ε
e
and Kσ =
σ
S
. (1.27)
Nominal strain e is defined similarly to nominal stress (cf. Figure 1.6). While
Kt is a constant for the given notch geometry, Kε increases and Kσ decreases as
yielding occurs. Using Eq. 1.22 for Kf, and Eq. 1.26 through 1.27, Topper et. al
presented the following form of Neuber’s rule, with nominal values of stress
and strain on the left hand side and local values on the right:
Kf
√
∆S∆eE =
√
∆σ∆εE. (1.28)
In case the nominal strains are elastic, this shortens to
Kf∆S =
√
∆σ∆εE. (1.29)
The approach yielded good prediction of notched fatigue life based on smooth
specimens using fatigue data on 2024 and 7075 aluminium notched plates with
ρ=1.2mm. They found the parameter cP in Eq. 1.22 based on long-life data,
assuming that the difference between Kf and Kt is due to a material size effect
while Neuber’s rule accounts for plasticity effects.
Crack growth in notches
There are several factors influencing the discrepancy between Kt, Kf and K′f. In
a smooth specimen, the initiation life can be over 90% of the total fatigue life,
while for a notched specimen the initiation period may be altogether missing,
especially for sharp notches. This can explain the observed variations in notch
sensitivity for different geometries and load levels.
Different methods have been proposed for taking crack growth effects into
account. An empirical description for smooth specimens was proposed by
Manson [68], who noted that the fraction N0/Nf closely followed the relationship
N0
Nf
= 1− 2.5N(−1/3)f (1.30)
for 410 stainless steel, 4130 steel and a 2024-T4 aluminium alloy. The number of
cycles to initiation was determined by visual inspection and corresponded to a
crack length of about 0.2mm.
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Figure 1.9: Influence of notch root radius on initiation/total life ratio [69]. The notch
was 2mm deep, and the same loading was applied in all tests, yielding similar total
fatigue life Nf.
In the case of cracks growing from notches, Allery and Birkbeck [69] found
that the N0/Nf ratio varied with notch root radius ρ for a CMn steel alloy, as
seen in Figure 1.9. Single edge-notch specimens, 6.3mm wide, were stress
relieved by annealing and subjected to the same reversed cyclic loading in three
point bending. Initiation life was defined as the number of cycles to initiate
a 0.1mm long crack at the notch root. Using this definition, they found that
an exponential equation such as Eq. 1.1 could describe the initiation life using
Neuber’s expression for Kf (Eq. 1.21). The time to total failure, defined at 5mm
crack length, was between 105 and 2× 105 for all tests, with no correlation to
notch root radius. The explanation given for this was that although the acute
notches would have short initiation lives, the crack growth rate would decrease
as the crack tip moved out of the notch stress field. For larger ρ, the long
initiation life would be countered by shorter propagation life due to the larger
notch stress field. This means that a Kf based on a S-Nf curve shows little or no
dependence on nominal stress range, whereas a Kf based on S-N0 will be highly
dependent on stress range. This have been reported for aluminium alloys as
well, as summarized by Leis and Topper [70].
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1.2.6 Fracture mechanics
The term fracture mechanics was first used by Irwin [71] who introduced the
stress intensity factor K as a measure of crack tip load:
K = σ
√
piaF, (1.31)
where σ is the remotely applied stress, a is the crack length and F is a function
of the geometry. For simple geometries, F can be determined analytically from
linear elastic stress analysis, whereas for more complex geometries, the finite
element method is used. In the special case of an infinite plate, containing a
through-thickness crack 2a long and loaded perpendicularly to the crack plane,
the geometry function takes the value of one.
The use of stress intensity factors was extended to fatigue problems by Paris
et al. [72, 73], who related fatigue crack growth rate da/dN to the stress intensity
factor range as
da
dN
= C(∆K)m, (1.32)
where C and m are material parameters. The number of cycles to failure for a
component with an initial crack or flaw of length a0 is then found by integration:
Nf =
∫ af
a0
da
C(∆K)m
, (1.33)
where af is the critical crack length chosen to denote failure. This expression is
integrated numerically, since the ∆K value will generally change as the crack
grows.
An example of a fatigue crack growth curve is shown in Figure 1.10, where
it can be seen that the crack growth rate deviates from the log-linear relation
in Eq. 1.32 at high and low ∆K. This equation is therefore only used in Region
II, also called the Paris regime. The growth rate in this region is influenced by
the environment, with little effect of mean stress, microstructure and specimen
thickness [34]. The unstable crack growth in Region III is controlled by the
fracture toughness Kc, and is usually ignored in fatigue life prediction since the
number of cycles spent there is insignificant compared to the total fatigue life.
Region I is denoted the threshold fatigue or small crack region, which will be
treated in more detail in Chapter 2.
The type of loading on a crack is distinguished by three different modes:
Mode I is crack opening, Mode II is in-plane shearing and mode III is antiplane
shear. Of these, the opening mode has received the greatest attention since this
is the predominant mode of macroscopic fatigue crack growth [30].
Influence of load ratio
Rice [74] offered a mechanical model of the stress response ahead of a crack in
an elastic- perfectly plastic material. The model allowed a calculation of the
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Figure 1.10: Different regions of crack growth rate, shown for an a 6061-T6 extruded
material at R=0 [30].
reversed stress range at the crack tip caused by a given ∆K, as well as the size of
the reversed plastic zone. This analysis assumes that the crack does not close,
which intuitively seems wrong for the compressive part of the load cycle. From
experiments on a 2024-T3 alloy, Elber [75] showed that cracks would close also
for positive load ratios, as evidenced by a nonlinear response of load versus
crack tip opening displacement. He suggested using an effective stress intensity
factor range
∆Keff = Kmax − Kop, (1.34)
where Kop is the stress intensity calculated for the crack-opening load.
Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain this behavior, collectively
referred to as crack closure corrections. The most important effects believed to
influence crack closure are crack-tip plasticity, oxide formation on crack faces
and contact due to crack face roughness [34]. There is considerable disagreement
in the research community regarding the nature and even existence of crack
closure under different load conditions [76–79], nevertheless, closure corrections
have proved to describe crack growth rates for a variety of load cases and
materials [14]. The effective stress intensity range can be found by considering
several influences on crack closure, summarized by Sehitoglu [80] as
∆Keff = f
(
Smax
σy
,R,
H
E
,
σ¯
σH
, Geometry,Microstructure, a
)
. (1.35)
The effective stress intensity is here shown to depend on the hardening modulus
H, the equivalent stress σ¯, and the hydrostatic stress σH . These parameters
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account for plastic zone size and variable amplitude loading (Smax/σ0, H/E),
mean stress (R) and crack tip constraint (σ¯/σH). With regard to the threshold
regime, the effect of microstructural properties such as grain size and crystallo-
graphic orientations are particularly important, along with crack length and the
size of geometric features such as notches.
Bergner et al. [81] suggested that different crack growth behavior observed in
aluminium alloys can be described by different crack closure mechanisms. They
showed that in the Paris regime, artificially age hardened alloys had similar crack
growth rates at ∆K=10MPa
√
m, although the slopem varied considerably. These
were assigned to a group A, while a second group B of naturally aged alloys
had lower crack growth rates than group A at ∆K=10MPa
√
m. The difference
in slope for group A was explained by different plasticity induced closure levels.
The lower crack growth rate in group B was explained by a higher roughness
level in the crack faces, leading to roughness induced closure.
When considering load ratio effects, Kujawski [82, 83] found that a modified
stress concentration factor according to
∆K∗ = (Kmax)p(∆K+)1−p (1.36)
could be used without considering closure. ∆K+ is the positive part of the
applied ∆K, and the parameter p characterizes the material’s sensitivity to Kmax,
varying from 0 to 1 for very ductile and brittle materials respectively. With
threshold values ∆Kth measured at R=0, the expected threshold at a given load
ratio is:
∆K∗th =
{
∆Kth(1− R)p :R > 0
∆Kth(1− R) :R ≤ 0.
(1.37)
Walker proposed an empirical correction for the effective stress intensity fac-
tor [84]:
∆K∗ = ∆K(1− R)n−1, (1.38)
where n is a parameter with values from 0 to 1, and C and m have been deter-
mined at R=0.
1.2.7 Discussion
Fatigue properties are generally determined using standard specimens that do
not resemble the actual components. Any differences between test specimens
and components must therefore be accounted for, and usually involves empir-
ical correction factors for the variables affecting fatigue life. The stress based
approach has the advantage of being able to define SN curves for actual compo-
nents, or component-like specimens, in which the influence of surface state from
machining can be accounted for directly. The disadvantage is that these curves
have very restricted validity, and relevant test data is often not available to the
designer. Another disadvantage with the stress-life approach is that mean stress
and sequence effects associated with plasticity in notches cannot accurately be
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.11: Three surfaces with different fatigue properties that cannot be distin-
guished by the commonly used surface parameters Ra, Rv, Rp and Rz.
described. The local strain approach is more rigorously based on the actual
material behavior, and can account for plasticity in the notch root using the
cyclic stress-strain response of the material.
The fatigue process has traditionally been divided into separate regimes,
namely initiation and propagation. The surface state of the material affect the
initiation period to a great extent, but the parameters that describe the surface
state with regard to fatigue life are hard to define. Take for instance the geometric
parameters given in Table 1.1. The problem with these parameters is that they
cannot distinguish certain types of surface features known to affect fatigue life,
the most significant being valley/peak spacing and valley tip radius. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.11 by three different surface profiles that could have been
produced by milling operations. The geometric parameters defined in Table 1.1
are the same for these profiles, although the geometries are clearly different; the
surface in Figure 1.11(b) has smaller valley tip radii than the surfaces in (a) and
(c), and the surface in (c) has more closely spaced valleys. The surface stresses
and stress gradients will be different in these three cases, leading to differences
in fatigue initiation life.
The effect of surface roughness is difficult to separate from the often more
dominating effect of surface residual stresses. Steel alloys may be stress relieved
by annealing after a machining procedure, but this will alter the mechanical
properties of hardened aluminium alloys due to growth of precipitates and
recrystallization of surface grains. It is therefore difficult to employ correction
factors for a specific roughness, and when additional corrections for size, type of
loading and environment are used, there is no guarantee that the combination
of effects can be expressed by simply multiplying the separate reduction factors.
In notch fatigue life predictions, the theoretical stress concentration factor Kt
is replaced by the fatigue concentration factor Kf. This is an empirical adjustment
to account for the observation that Kf has less impact on strength reduction
in fatigue than in monotonic loading. The difference between Kf and Kt is
governed by the stress gradient, local plasticity, and the microstructure, leading
to differences in early crack growth rates.
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1.3 Objectives and scope
The objective of this study is to investigate new techniques for fatigue strength
evaluation of components with a given surface roughness. The fundamental
idea is that finite element analysis of the surface topography will provide better
characterization of the surface than current empirical techniques. Tables or
graphical aids, such as the one shown in Figure 1.5, are based on fatigue testing
of the actual surface conditions and have little general applicability. This is
especially true for aluminium alloys, which cannot readily be classified by
tensile or ultimate strength.
Tensile and fatigue strength properties of aluminium alloys are related to the
microstructure, although the influences of alloying elements and age-hardening
on mechanical properties are not fully understood. In the current work, several
variations of the material were available for testing purposes. Although this
work is not so much concerned with the metallurgical aspects of fatigue, these
test results are included for future reference. The testing was limited to con-
stant amplitude, uniaxial loading in ambient air, thus load sequence, multiaxial
loading and environmental effects have not been studied.
An isotropic, linear elastic material model will be used in the finite element
analyses. The surface roughness is typically on the scale of microstructural
features. Using a model based on bulk material properties cannot be relied upon
to give accurate stress solutions ahead of small notches. The stress solutions near
the surfaces are therefore not claimed to be representative for the material on
the microscopic scale. The thesis set forth is that these stress fields will provide
improved characterization of the fatigue initiation life, essentially describing the
surface roughness in terms of linear elastic stress.
A notch fatigue analysis will be evaluated, using analytical Neuber type
corrections for converting elastic to elastic-plastic stresses and strains. This
is a generally accepted and widely used method for notch fatigue initiation
problems. A more recent approach based on microstructural fracture mechanics
will also be evaluated in terms of predicting the fatigue limit of rough surfaces.
In order to understand these models, metallurgical aspects and mechanical
models of fatigue will be discussed, with emphasis on cyclic material behavior
and short crack growth. Although fatigue initiation has been recognized to
consist of short crack growth, theories concerning the growth of such cracks has
seen little use outside of academia. Virtual prototyping software already have
implementations of strain life fatigue methods, thus it is of interest to evaluate
these classical engineering approaches applied to surface roughness.
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Chapter 2
Metal fatigue
Some commonly used models for fatigue life prediction were presented in
Chapter 1. These models are highly empirical, which causes problems when
applied to load cases, geometries, and surface finishes different from the ones
tested. In order to evaluate the combined effects of these, a more fundamental
understanding of the fatigue process is needed. Strengthening mechanisms,
cyclic material models, and microstructural fatigue models will be discussed in
this chapter, with emphasis on age hardened aluminium alloys.
2.1 Cyclic deformation
Since the work of Coffin and Manson, it has been well established that fatigue
failure is caused by cyclic plastic straining. The bulk stress response of poly-
crystal materials are commonly studied under strain controlled cycling. When a
constant strain amplitude is applied, the material shows a transient response of
softening, hardening or a mixed behavior. Figure 2.1 illustrates a material that
softens during the initial cycles, eventually reaching stable values of maximum
and minimum stresses. Some of the microstructural aspects of this behavior will
be studied next, along with mathematical models to describe cyclic plasticity.
2.1.1 Microstructural aspects
When a material is subjected to cyclic loading, changes can be observed in a
microscope as numerous extrusions and intrusions on the surface of a polished
specimen. These are associated with persistent slip bands forming in the surface
grains. In the bulk material, dislocation density increases with the first few hun-
dred cycles, after which a saturation level is reached [34]. The bulk dislocation
density remains unchanged with further cycling, although the structure of the
dislocations can change depending on temperature and load level. The disloca-
tion structures that form are related to the cross-slip difficulty of the material, i.e.,
the tendency for dislocations to move from one slip system to another. Cross-slip
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Figure 2.1: Cyclic softening for an alloy subjected to total strain cycling between the
limits +ε and −ε [37].
difficulty is quantified quite well by the stacking fault energy. Aluminium has
a relatively high stacking fault energy of 200mJ/m2 [60], leading to easy cross
slip. At high cyclic loads, or at Nf less than about 105, slip occurs on multiple
slip systems, resulting in a space-cell dislocation structure. At lower load levels,
dislocation loops form in distinct bands or linear arrays [34].
Hardenable aluminium alloys receive their strength from alloying phases
that precipitate from solid solution during heat treatment. The precipitates act as
obstacles to dislocation motion, with an additional effect of the strain field sur-
rounding the precipitates. The strain field is largest when the precipitate lattice
is coherent or semi-coherent with the matrix lattice, forming so-called Guinier-
Preston (GP) zones. The most important parameter that influence the hardening
effect of GP zones is the precipitate density. Dislocations will bypass precipitates
if the inter-precipitate spacing is large enough, while for very high precipitate
density, the GP zones will become less effective as their strain fields start to
interact. The peak strength (T6 temper) is therefore attained when precipitates
are within certain bounds of size and volume fraction, in which they contribute
to strength most effectively if they are cut by the moving dislocations [60, 85, 86].
In the 6000 series of alloys, the strengthening is due to Mg-Si phases. To
obtain peak strength, the material is quenched from 540◦C and then age hard-
ened at 190◦ [11]. During age hardening, a number of phases form as GP zones
and smaller particles referred to as GP2 or β′′. With further ageing, larger
particles of a β′ phase are formed until reaching an equilibrium phase of β
Mg2Si [87]. The pre-β particles have traditionally been assumed to consist of
Mg2Si as well, however, more recent investigations have identified the β′′ phase
as Mg5Si6 [88]. This has been identified as the main hardening phase, taking the
form of semi-coherent, needle-shaped particles of approximately 4×4×50 nm3
in size [89]. The heavier alloying elements such as Cr and Zn form dispersoids
that inhibit grain growth, while Fe and Mn are basically contaminants in this
i
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Figure 2.2: (a) Particle shearing and stress concentration from dislocation piling up
at grain boundary. (b) Precipitate free zones (PFZ) at grain boundaries lead to stress
concentration at triple points [90].
alloying system.
The particles are cut by by the dislocations, as illustrated in Figure 2.2(a).
Dislocations piling up at grain boundaries cause microstructural stress concentra-
tions in the interior, and steps are produced at the surface, introducing additional
geometric stress concentrations. If the stress concentrations exceed the crack
nucleation stress at grain boundaries, intergranular fracture starts. Stress concen-
trations also arise at grain boundary triple points near soft, precipitate free zones,
shown in Figure 2.2(b). The precipitate free zones are found near grain bound-
aries, where the higher slip activity cause precipitates to be cut repeatedly until
they reach a thermomechanical unstable state and revert to solid solution [34].
The mechanisms discussed here are important in smooth specimens, such as
the ones commonly used in stress-life or strain-life testing. Persistent slip bands
and triple points develop into microstructurally short cracks, which can either
arrest or continue to propagate to failure. In most engineering components,
the presence of surface roughness, manufacturing flaws and inclusions will
promote immediate crack growth. This early stage is still often referred to as
crack initiation due to the difficulty in observing such small cracks. These topics
will be further discussed in Section 2.2.
2.1.2 Material models
Material models used in continuum mechanics ignore the microstructural fea-
tures such as grains and particles. Material testing is done on specimens con-
taining a representative volume, yielding bulk uniaxial or multiaxial material
properties. A recorded hysteresis loop for the material used in this study is
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shown in Figure 2.3, where the elastic ∆εe and plastic ∆εp strain ranges are
defined. These quantities are related to the total strain range as:
∆ε = ∆εp + ∆εe. (2.1)
The hysteresis loop is recorded from one cycle at Nf/2, and is denoted a stable
hysteresis loop, even though this material softens throughout the fatigue life at
this strain range. The use of cyclic material properties at Nf/2 is well established
for intermediate to long fatigue lives, and only in very specific applications are
the initial transient behavior accounted for. As will be shown in Chapter 3, the
material softens in the first two to three cycles, after which moderate softening
is displayed.
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Cyclic stress-strain curve
Figure 2.3: Hysteresis loop for the 6082-T6 alloy at Nf/2 and ∆ε=1.5%. Recording the
hysteresis loops at several fully reversed strain ranges yields the cyclic stress-strain
curve.
The cyclic stress-strain curve
The cyclic stress-strain curve is found by recording the stress range of stabilized
hysteresis loops for different strain ranges. As shown in Figure 2.3, the cyclic
stress-strain curve describes the tip locations of hysteresis loops in fully reversed
cycling. The stress ranges can be obtained from low cycle fatigue tests at constant
total strain range ∆ε or constant plastic strain range ∆εp, where the stress and
strain response is recorded continuously throughout the duration of the test. The
difference between curves obtained from constant ∆ε and constant ∆εp cycling
is usually small for materials that stabilize quickly [91]. As a convention, the
stress amplitude at N = Nf/2 for a given strain amplitude then correspond to
one data point in the cyclic stress-strain curve [92]. The Ramberg-Osgood [93]
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equation, which was originally developed for monotonic loading, is often used
to model the cyclic stress-strain curve:
∆ε
2
=
∆σ
2E
+
(
∆σ
2K
)1/n
. (2.2)
The plastic strain amplitude is assumed to follow a power-law relation with
stress range:
∆σ
2
= K
(
∆εp
2
)n
. (2.3)
The above test method is referred to as companion specimen testing. An
alternative is incremental-step testing, developed by Landgraf et al. [94], where
a series of linearly increasing and decreasing total strain ranges are applied
until the maxima and minima show no further change with continued loading.
The stress and strain ranges in the last strain block are then used to form the
complete cyclic stress-strain curve using a single specimen.
A third approach is multiple-step testing, where a specimen is cycled in
multiple blocks of constant strain ranges. The strain range is increased when
the material has stabilized at a given strain range, thus being similar to the
incremental step test in that a single specimen can be used to find the cyclic
stress-strain curve. The multiple-step test is usually conducted under plastic
strain control. As for the companion specimen test, the multiple step test can
also be conducted under total strain control, with little difference for materials
that saturate quickly [91].
Several researchers have investigated the material response of aluminium
alloys by using the techniques described above [91, 95–98]. These reports have
been concerned with aircraft alloys, i.e. the 2000 and 7000 series. With regard
to the latter, it can be summarized that these alloys show some differences
between incremental-step tests on one hand and companion-tests and multiple-
step tests on the other. The differences have been explained by the formation of
load dependent dislocation structures, resulting in discrepancies at intermediate
strain ranges due to deformation history effects. In the case of variable amplitude
loading, the incremental-step test is believed to yield a more representative cyclic
stress-strain curve.
Masing material behavior
The shape of the stable hysteresis loops are commonly found by scaling the cyclic
stress-strain curve by a factor two. This was proposed by Masing in 1923, who
modeled plastic material behavior by a set of parallel, elastic-perfectly plastic
elements with different yield stresses [99]. Using Eq 2.2, the hysteresis loops can
thus be described by:
∆ε =
∆σ
E
+ 2
(
∆σ
2K
)1/n
, (2.4)
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where the stress and strain ranges are relative to the current maximum or mini-
mum point in stress-strain space. This model can describe the Bauschinger effect,
which is used to denote the observation that strain hardening materials exhibit
reduced absolute yield stress in compression following plastic tensile loading.
Materials that develop strain range dependent dislocation structures may not
display Masing behavior during constant amplitude cycling. The implication
of this is that incorrect stress and strain values are predicted at turning points
during variable amplitude loading. It has been shown, however, that materials
with non-Masing behavior in constant amplitude cycling generally showMasing
behavior in variable amplitude loading, including incremental-step tests [97–99].
2.1.3 Energy based notch correction
Neuber’s rule was presented in Section 1.2.5, in which the assumption was made
that the product of true stresses and strains equals the product of theoretical
elastic stresses and strain in the notch root. A more recent notch correction has
been proposed by Glinka, who assumed that the strain energy density at the
notch root is the same for elastic and elastic-plastic material description when
the material surrounding the notch is elastic [100]. Using the same nomenclature
as in Section 1.2.5, the nominal strain energy density assuming plane stress is
given by:
Wnom =
∫ e
0
Sde =
∫ S
0
S
E
dS =
S2
2E
. (2.5)
The strain energy density at the notch root for a linear elastic material is then
We =
(KtS)2
2E
. (2.6)
As for the Neuber correction, the Ramberg-Osgood equation can be used to
describe the stress-strain relationship at the notch root. The elastic-plastic strain
energy density is then
Wp =
∫ e
0
σdε =
σ2
2E
+
σ
n+ 1
( σ
K
)1/n
. (2.7)
ForWe = Wp, the following relation is found:
σ2
E
+
2σ
n+ 1
( σ
K
)1/n
=
(KtS)2
E
. (2.8)
Written in terms of stress and strain ranges, Eq. 2.8 becomes
(∆σ)2
E
+
4∆σ
n+ 1
(
∆σ
2K
)1/n
=
(Kt∆S)2
E
. (2.9)
This expression can be compared to the result obtained using Neuber’s rule by
substituting the inelastic strains in Eq. 1.27 with the Ramberg-Osgood relation
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in Eq. 2.2:
(∆σ)2
E
+ 2∆σ
(
∆σ
2K
)1/n
=
(Kt∆S)2
E
. (2.10)
It can be seen that the difference lies in the plastic component, where Eq. 2.9
has an additional factor 2/(n+ 1). Since n < 1, it can be seen that the Glinka
approach predicts smaller notch root stresses than the Neuber approach.
2.1.4 Generalized notch corrections
The cyclic stress-strain curves are found from unnotched specimens subjected to
uniaxial loading. In the Neuber correction according to Topper et al. (Eq. 1.29),
uniaxial material behavior is assumed for the notch root, however, this is only
the case for geometries with low constraint. One example would be a notched,
thin plate, where the material in the notch root is free to contract. The constraint
can be quantified by the strain ratio
α =
ε2
ε1
, (2.11)
where α = −ν implies plane stress and α = 0 implies plane strain [101]. A
similar ratio for stresses can be defined as
β =
σ2
σ1
. (2.12)
For an elastic and isotropic material, a relation between α and β can be found
from Hooke’s law:
α =
ε2
ε1
=
(σ2 − νσ1)/E
(σ1 − νσ2)/E =
β− ν
1− βν . (2.13)
In the case of a plane stress model, the stress state at the notch root will be
uniaxial. In general, a notch will be somewhere in between plane stress and
plane strain, and the stress state in the notch root will be biaxial. Take, for
instance, the circumferentially notched shaft in Figure 1.6 on page 14; the stress
ratio α = −0.12, and the notch tip stress state is biaxial, even though the global
loading is uniaxial.
Hoffmann-Seeger
Hoffmann and Seeger [102] extended the Neuber approach to multiaxial, pro-
portional loading by using equivalent stresses and strains, σ¯ and ε¯. Neuber’s
rule can be expressed in terms of equivalent values as
ε¯σ¯ = K¯2t
S2
E
, (2.14)
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where von Mises equivalent values of stress and strain are defined in terms of
the deviatoric tensor components:
σ¯ =
√
3
2
σ′ijσ
′
ij and ε¯ =
√
2
3
ε′ijε
′
ij. (2.15)
The nominal stress S in Eq. 2.14 can be found from either the net section or the
gross section. Using the Mises yield criterion, K¯t can be written in terms of elastic
stress ratios for the principal stresses:
K¯t =
Kt√
2
√(
1− σe2
σe1
)2
+
(
1− σe3
σe1
)2
+
(
σe2
σe1
− σe3
σe1
)2
, (2.16)
where
Kt =
σe1
S
. and K¯t =
σ¯e
S
. (2.17)
The subscript e denotes theoretical (total) elastic values. Hoffmann and Seeger
related equivalent notch stresses and strains to principal notch stresses and
strains using Hencky’s flow rule:
ε
p
i =
3
2
ε¯p
σ¯
σ′i , (2.18)
where superscript p denotes the plastic part of of the total strain as before.
Quantities without labels are defined as elastic-plastic values in the notch root.
Eq. 2.18 is a total stress-strain form of the incremental Prandtl-Reuss law, where
a constant relation between the deviatoric stress components is assumed, corre-
sponding to a radial loading path [see e.g. 103]. Hoffmann and Seeger argued
that this is a reasonable assumption for constrained notches. Including total
strains in Eq. 2.18, they arrived at a generalized form of Hooke’s law:
ε1 =
ε¯
σ¯
(σ1 − ν′σ1) (2.19)
ε2 =
ε¯
σ¯
(σ1 − ν′σ1) (2.20)
ε3 = − ε¯
σ¯
ν′(σ1 + σ2), (2.21)
where
ν′ = 1
2
− σ¯
Eε¯
(
1
2
− ν
)
, (2.22)
and the free surface condition σ3 = 0 has been used. Two additional equations
are needed to solve this system of five unknowns. One is found from the Mises
yield criterion:
σ¯ =
1√
2
√
(σ1 − σ2)2 + σ21 + σ22 , (2.23)
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and the other is found by assuming that the strain ratios are the same for both
elastic-plastic and theoretical elastic solution:
α =
ε2
ε1
=
εe2
εe1
. (2.24)
The solutions for the first principal stress and strain are:
σ1 =
1√
1− a+ a2 σ¯ (2.25)
ε1 =
1− ν′a√
1− a+ a2 ε¯, (2.26)
where
a =
α+ ν′
1+ ν′α .
Hoffmann and Seeger compared this approximation to elastic-plastic finite
element analysis of a round bar with a deep circumferential notch, where the
results showed an improved estimate over the traditional Neuber approach.
Extensions and comparative studies
Elastic net section behavior has been assumed in the current section, although
this is not a restriction imposed by theNeuber correction. Seeger andHeuler [104]
used the Ramberg-Osgood equation to calculate the net section strains as well
as for the notch strains in Eq. 1.28. This can also be applied to the Hoffmann-
Seeger correction [102], and allows calculation of notch stresses and strains with
elastic-plastic net section. Härkegård and Sørbø [105] used a similar multiaxial
formulation in terms of normalized equivalent stresses and strains and extended
Neuber’s rule to net section yielding and creep conditions.
The Glinka correction described in Section 2.1.3 can be developed for plane
strain, as detailed by Glinka [100]. He found good agreement when comparing
this formulation to elastic-plastic FEA of a circumferentially notched bar. The
plane stress formulation was compared to strain gage measurements of notched
plates found in the literature, showing good correlation. The Neuber correction
showed consistently larger strains than the energy based notch corrections.
Sharpe et al. [101] performed elastic-plastic FE analyses of notched geome-
tries and compared notch root strains to strain gage measurements found in the
literature. They also investigated alternative Glinka corrections, assuming either
constant strain ratio α or constant stress ratio β. They concluded that the Neuber
correction is slightly better in plane stress conditions, giving conservative strain
estimates compared to the plane stress Glinka correction. In plane strain, they
concluded that the Neuber correction is unsuitable, while the plain strain Glinka
correction gives good results. This was also found for the Glinka formulations
with constant α or constant β. Härkegård and Mann [106] found that the gener-
alized formulation used by Härkegård and Sørbø gave good results for confined
plasticity, both in plane strain and plane stress.
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a = 10 mm
a > 100 grains
a = 0.1 mm
a < 10 grains
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a < 1 grain 
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 2.4: Classification of different crack growth regimes: (a) Microstructurally
short crack, (b) physically short crack, and (c) long crack according to Miller [110].
Visvanatha et al. [107] compared the original Neuber formulation, the HS
correction and the Glinka plain strain formulation to elastic-plastic FEA. They
found that the HS correction closely matched the FEA strain solution, while
the Neuber and Glinka estimates provided upper and lower bounds. This is
consistent with other reports [108], although as noted by Visvanatha et al., the
scatter in fatigue life tests, in their case a 7050-T7 alloy, may be larger than the
differences in predicted fatigue lives from the different plasticity corrections. Tip-
ton and Nelson [109] has summarized results and theories for non-proportional
biaxial loading.
2.2 Fatigue crack growth
The term fatigue initiation was established at the time when the fracture me-
chanics concepts were introduced for crack propagation, and a distinction was
needed to separate this new field from the already established stress-life meth-
ods and emerging strain-life methods. The separation of the fatigue process
into initiation and propagation is still used in engineering practice due to the
difficulties in testing and characterizing microscopic crack growth. Using a local
stress or strain life method for the initiation life N0 and a fracture mechanics
method for crack propagation life Np, the total fatigue life can be written
Nf = N0 + Np. (2.27)
The initiation crack length is often somewhat arbitrarily defined. In strain
controlled cycling, the initiation life can be defined at a certain drop in stress
response or as a change in the measured tensile/compressive elastic modulus.
Initiation life can also be determined from direct observation of the crack growth,
defining propagation as the shortest crack where linear elastic fracture mechanics
is valid. Depending on crack growth test conditions and the geometry of the
components, this amounts to crack lengths on the order of 1mm [30].
The classifications of cracks have been expanded as researchers have been
striving to describe the growth of smaller cracks lengths. Figure 2.4 shows a
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Figure 2.5: Illustration of the different fatigue fracture modes in an AlZnMg alloy
according to Forsyth [112].
common way of classifying cracks, relating the crack length to grain size and
the size of the plastic zone ahead of the crack [110]. Microstructurally short
cracks, typically occurring within single grains, are heavily influenced by grain
orientation and grain boundary properties. A physically short crack has a
relatively large plastic zone ahead of the crack, invalidating the linear elastic
fracture mechanics (LEFM) models described in Section 1.2.6. Long cracks
have a small plastic zone compared to the crack length, thus LEFM models can
adequately describe the crack tip loading conditions. In the following sections,
the short crack growth regimes will be treated in further detail.
2.2.1 Crack growth stages
It was recognized from the early works of Gough in 1933, and later fortified by
Forsyth and Wood among others [111], that fatigue failure starts as microscopic
cracks formed at slip bands. Forsyth [112] noted that early crack growth occurs
on planes inclined to the principal loading direction, corresponding to slip
planes that experience the highest resolved shear stresses. Forsyth called this
Stage I crack growth, illustrated schematically in Figure 2.5. After the first few
grains have been passed by the growing crack, the crack tends to orient itself
perpendicular to the loading direction, denoted by Stage II growth.
As mention in Section 2.1.1, the formation of microstructurally short cracks is
preceded by a crack nucleation stage. Theories based on dislocation movement
and their interaction with the microstructure have been proposed to model the
mechanics of nucleation. It has been shown that nucleation by cyclic slip can
i
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Figure 2.6: Short crack growth observed for AA7075-T6 by Lankford [117], where a
is the estimated depth of a surface crack. Different mechanistic regimes for crack
growth, and definitions of the two threshold d and ath are according to Miller [110].
take up a considerable amount of time for single crystals [113], whereas for
polycrystals this stage can be safely neglected [114, 115]. The reason is that
polycrystals contain intrinsic stress concentration features in the form of grain
boundaries, triple points and inclusions that can lead to crack initiation upon
first loading. Furthermore, virtually all engineering structures feature extrinsic
stress concentrations in the form of surface roughness and larger notches. The
nucleation stage will therefore not be discussed further, turning the attention in-
stead to microstructurally small cracks and the conditions for arrest and growth
of these.
2.2.2 Short crack growth
Pearson [116] was the first to note that short cracks behaved differently from long
cracks as predicted by linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). He conducted
experiments on an AlCuMg and an AlZnMg alloy using a traveling microscope
to observe short crack growth, and found that the crack growth rates were much
higher than would be expected from LEFM analysis.
The discrepancy between fatigue crack growth for short and long cracks is
shown in Figure 2.6. Short cracks generally exhibit higher crack growth rates
than longer cracks, although observations to the contrary have been reported.
The crack growth rate vs. ∆K in the threshold region exhibit significant scatter
compared to long crack growth data, and have shown to be bounded by the
LEFM solution and an upper curve (dashed in Figure 2.6) that approaches the
i
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LEFM solution as crack length increases. Another widely reported observation
of short cracks is growth rate oscillations that decrease in magnitude as the crack
grows [118]. These effects cannot be accounted for using classical continuum
mechanics models, requiring microstructural fracture mechanics (MFM). Phys-
ically short cracks are associated with a plastic zone at the crack tip, which is
large compared to the crack length. This invalidates the used of linear elastic
stress intensity factors, requiring an elastic-plastic fracture mechanics (EPFM)
approach.
The scales in Figure 2.6 are adopted from Lankford [117], who conducted
experiments on a 7075-T6 aluminium sheet material. The crack length a was
derived from observations of the surface crack length 2a of a penny-shaped
crack with a known stress intensity factor solution. Cracks were found to initiate
at inclusions, where the first values of ∆K-da/dN correspond to a cracked or
de-bonded particle. Lankford found that short cracks decelerated at the first
grain boundary and approached the LEFM solution as the cracks grew. This first
deceleration has later been associated with a MFM threshold, denoted by the
distance d in Figure 2.6. Based on fractographic studies, Lankford suggested
that the actual crack growth rate for short cracks would follow an oscillating
growth rate as indicated in Figure 2.6, although this was not observed directly.
Mechanical models
Hobson [119] proposed crack growth models for microstructurally short cracks
and physically short cracks. The MFM crack growth equation was given as
das
dN
= C′(d− as), (2.28)
where as is the length of a surface crack. This equation correctly predicts crack
arrest, temporary or permanent, for a surface crack length equal to the parameter
d. This parameter was related to a microstructural threshold associated with
the average depth of grain boundaries below the surface. Growth of physically
short cracks was assumed to be independent of d, leading to the expression:
das
dN
= Gas − D, (2.29)
where G is a material function of the applied stress level and D represents a crack
growth threshold. Hobson et al. [120] found good correlations with experimental
data, expressing the parameters C′ and G by the applied stress range.
A unified model for both microstructurally short and physically short cracks
was proposed by Navarro and de los Rios [121] based on dislocation slip mecha-
nisms:
da
dN
= fφ, (2.30)
where f describes the degree of slip irreversibility for each stress cycle and φ is
the crack tip displacement. Crack propagation could be described by successive
i
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blocking of the crack tip plastic zone by the grain boundaries, and the subsequent
initiation of slip in the next grain. This model can describe the oscillating crack
growth rate commonly observed for short fatigue cracks, varying between an
upper and lower limit as depicted in Figure 2.6.
2.3 Cracks in notches
It was mentioned in Section 1.2.5, that a threshold ∆Kth exists below which long
fatigue cracks do not grow. Short cracks have a different threshold, and generally
exhibit faster growth rates than long cracks. El Haddad et al. [122] proposed the
following empirical expression for the threshold stress intensity factor of short
cracks:
∆Kth = ∆σth
√
pi(a+ a0), (2.31)
where ∆σ is applied stress range and a0 is a material parameter with unit of
length. For very short cracks, the applied threshold stress becomes equal to the
smooth specimen fatigue limit ∆σ0, thus Eq. 2.31 becomes:
∆Kth = ∆σ0
√
pia0, (2.32)
from which the material parameter a0 can be derived:
a0 =
1
pi
(
∆Kth
∆σ0
)2
. (2.33)
El Haddad et al. [123] showed that Eq. 2.31 could describe the deviation from
the long crack fatigue threshold observed for short cracks. Figure 2.7 shows
the experimental and predicted values for fatigue threshold stresses for a steel
alloy with different crack lengths. This type of plot is referred to as a Kitagawa-
Takahashi [124] (KT) diagram, and is useful for illustrating the transition from
short to long crack growth thresholds.
The a0 parameter can be interpreted as a transition crack length between
microstructurally dominated crack growth and long crack growth. Figure 2.8
shows a microstructural interpretation of a KT diagram according to Miller [110].
The conventional fatigue limit stress range is governed by a microstructural
barrier at a = d, while the long crack threshold condition appears as a straight
line for cracks longer than ath. Physically small cracks, as defined in Figure 2.4(b),
display a smooth transition between the microstructural threshold d and the
long crack threshold ath.
2.3.1 Fatigue limit of notched components
The expressions for Kf according to Neuber and Peterson, presented in Chap-
ter 1.2.5, were based on an estimated notch stress field ahead of notches. Neuber
derived his expression based on the average stress ahead of the notch, while
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Figure 2.7: KT diagram illustrating the threshold growth condition for short cracks
according to El Haddad et al. [123].
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Figure 2.8: Schematic behavior of the condition da/dN=0 for short cracks [110].
Peterson used the stress estimated in a point some distance from the notch.
This line of thought eventually found a more rigorous theoretical foundation
in fracture mechanics theories. The commonly observed size effect observed in
notch fatigue problems, or for any fatigue problem with stress gradients, can be
conveniently explained by the threshold condition for propagation, since the
parameter a0 in Eq 2.33 has unit of length.
Frost and Dugdale [125] found that there exists a threshold length for small
cracks in notches, below which they would cease to propagate at a given stress
range. Smith and Miller [126, 127], later quantified these results in terms of
i
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Figure 2.9: Fatigue regimes in notched components according to Smith and
Miller [127]. The experimental data is for mild steel cylindrical specimens [128].
cracks in notch stress fields. The results of these analyses are shown in Figure 2.9,
indicating that non-propagating cracks are expected in a certain region of stress
range and notch geometry. This behavior can be explained by the extent of the
notch stress field and the microstructural barriers of the material. A blunt notch
will have a higher initiation stress than the threshold stress for propagation. An
initiated crack in a blunt notch will therefore propagate to failure if the stress
range exceeds the threshold stress range. In a sharp notch, the crack can arrest
following initiation.
By using Newman’s [129] stress intensity solutions for cracks emanating
from elliptical notches, Smith and Miller [126] showed that similar crack growth
rates could be expected in a smooth and a notched specimen if the notched
specimen was treated as an equivalent crack in a smooth specimen. For cracks
growing outside of the notch stress field, the equivalent crack length was simply
stated as an = D + a, where D is the notch depth and a is the crack length.
For cracks affected by the notch stress field, the equivalent crack length was
approximated as:
an = a
[
1+ 7.69
√
D
ρ
]
, (2.34)
where a < 0.13
√
Dρ. This was equated to a fatigue notch factor:
Kf =
√√√√1+ 7.69√D
ρ
, (2.35)
which expresses the crack initiation condition shown in Figure 2.9. The crack
threshold condition for sharp notches was derived from the assumption that
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a D for a non-propagating crack, yielding [127]:
∆Kth = F∆σth
√
piD. (2.36)
The geometry factor for an edge notch in an infinite plate (F = 1.12) was used to
produce the approximate solution for the threshold stress:
∆σth =
0.5∆Kth√
D
, (2.37)
which is independent of applied stress range, and appears as a straight line in
Figure 2.9.
Klesnil and Lukas [34] derived a notched fatigue limit based on similar
considerations of the threshold crack condition. They used the stress intensity
factor according to Newman [129] for a crack in a notch characterized by the
stress concentration factor Kt and the notch root radius ρ:
Knotch = F
Ktσ
√
pia
1+ 4.5(a/ρ)
, (2.38)
where σ is the remotely applied stress. By combining Eq. 2.38 with the K solution
for a smooth specimen:
Ksmooth = Fσ
√
pia, (2.39)
they arrived at the following expression for the notched fatigue limit:
σ0n =
σ0
Kt
√
1+ 4.5(a0/ρ), (2.40)
where a0 is the crack length at the fatigue limit. This can be restated to express
Kf as:
Kf =
Kt√
1+ 4.5a0/ρ
, (2.41)
which is of the same form as Neuber’s expression for Kf (Eq. 1.21 on page 15).
The major difference is that while Neuber’s approach is highly empirical, the
value of a0 in Eq. 2.41 is well defined according to Eq. 2.33.
Based on the ideas of El Haddad et al. [123] and Smith and Miller [127], a
combination of a notch fatigue and linear elastic fracture mechanics concepts
was developed by Taylor [130] and Lazzarin et al. [131]. Considering first the
elastic solution according to Westergaard for a through-thickness crack in an
infinite plate, with remotely applied stress ∆σ normal to the crack, the stress
range at a distance r from the crack tip is:
∆σ(r) =
∆σ√
1− ( aa+r )2 . (2.42)
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For long cracks, where r  a, Eq. 2.42 can be written:
∆σ(r) = ∆σ
√
a
2r
. (2.43)
Taylor used this result to derive the distance rwhere the stress normal to the crack
equals the fatigue limit, i.e. ∆σ(r)=∆σ0. Assuming that the fatigue threshold
condition can be described by Eq. 2.32, Eq. 2.43 gives
r =
a0
2
. (2.44)
The threshold condition for a long crack can thus be expressed by the stress in
this point, fulfilling the condition
∆σ
( a0
2
)
= ∆σ0. (2.45)
This is referred to as a point method. The average stress in a region ahead of the
crack was used by Lazzarin et al. and Taylor to formulate an equivalent line
method. Taylor used the average stress over a distance b ahead of the crack, given
by
∆σ(r)|r∈[0,b] =
1
b
∫ b
0
∆σ
√
a
2r
dr, (2.46)
where the threshold condition
∆σ(r)|r∈[0,b] = ∆σ0 (2.47)
is obtained for b=2a0. Lazzarin et al. [131] obtained the same result using a notch
stress distribution according to Glinka and Newport [132]:
∆σ(r) =
∆σ
2
√
2
(
r
ρ
+
1
2
)−1/2 [
1+
1
2
(
r
ρ
+
1
2
)−1]
(2.48)
by investigating the threshold conditions for notch tip radii ρ = 0 and ρ→ ∞,
corresponding to smooth and cracked specimens respectively. Taylor showed
that the line and point methods could be used with notches by using Airy’s
stress solution for a hole in an infinite plate, and for small cracks using Eq. 2.42.
Fatigue limit prediction using these methods have shown good results for a
variety of notch geometries [133–135].
Discussion on critical distance methods
In the methods discussed above, linear elastic solutions have been used to quan-
tify stresses in the fatigue process zone where plasticity is generally expected.
Taylor [130] defended the use of elastic stresses as they are related to the traction
energy in the process zone. A more rigorous claim was given by Cameron and
i
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Smith [136], considering the point method. The condition for non-propagating
cracks can be stated as:
∆σ(r) ≤ ∆σ0, (2.49)
at a distance r ahead of the notch. For steels, the fatigue limit is approximately
equal to the cyclic yield strength σcy, while age-hardened aluminium alloys
typically have σ0 < σcy. The threshold condition can then be written:
∆σ(r) ≤ ∆σcy, (2.50)
indicating that crack arrest can only occur in the elastic stress field.
El Haddad et al. and Taylor [137] assumed that the general geometric de-
pendence in Eq. 2.31 could be discarded, since the material parameter a0 is
not a real crack length, rather an empirical correction factor for finding ∆Kth.
Atzori et al. [138] showed that better results could be obtained for general notch
geometries by including the geometry factor F, as suggested by Du Quesnay et
al. [139]:
∆Kth = F∆σth
√
pi(a+ a′0), (2.51)
leading to a critical size parameter
a′0 =
1
pi
(
∆Kth
F∆σ0
)2
=
a0
F2
. (2.52)
El Haddad et al. [123] and others [128, 140] observed non-propagating cracks
in notches, and found that the length of these cracks varied with applied stress
level. Yates and Brown [141] provided a theoretical explanation for this. They
expressed the KT diagram as a threshold stress intensity factor Kth and stated
that cracks growing below the fatigue limit would arrest when K = Kth. Using
Smith and Miller’s equivalent crack length to compute K, the arrest length a0
was found from:
F∆σ0
√
pia0 = ∆σ
√
pi(a0 + D). (2.53)
A more advanced model for the KT diagram was also used, with a smooth
transition from ∆σ0 to the LEFM slope as seen in Figure 2.7. The model success-
fully described earlier published results of non-propagating crack lengths, and
provided a lower and upper limit for such cracks.
2.3.2 Finite life calculations
When considering the finite life regime, notch fatigue life predictions become
more complicated. As already mentioned, the fatigue process can be treated as
separate initiation and propagation regimes according to Eq. 2.27 on page 34. The
classical notch fatigue approach assumes that the number of cycles to initiate
a crack of a given length equals the number of cycles to initiate a crack in a
smooth specimen. The development of mechanistic models for the notch fatigue
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Figure 2.10: Different stages of crack growth in a notch stress field, according to
Cameron and Smith [142]
problem, as opposed to the empirical methods described in Section 1.2.5, is
complicated by the presence of a plastic zone and a stress gradient ahead of the
notch, along with the size effect controlling the threshold condition.
Cameron and Smith [142] suggested dividing the crack propagation regime
further into plastic and elastic crack growth regions, as illustrated in Figure 2.10.
As before, the initiation condition was assumed to be described by strain con-
trolled fatigue life data and a local notch analysis. For the demarcation of
initiation, Cameron and Smith proposed using El Haddad’s length parameter,
retaining the geometry factor F according to Eq. 2.52. Crack growth in the plastic
notch field, for a > a0, was modeled using a strain intensity parameter:
∆Kε = FKε(r)E∆εnom
√
pir, (2.54)
where Kε(r) is the strain concentration factor a distance r ahead of an uncracked
notch. Neuber’s [56] solution for the elastic stress distribution ahead of a notch:
K(r) = Kt
√
ρ
ρ+ 4r
(2.55)
was used to determine Kε(r) from Neuber’s rule and the cyclic stress-strain
response. The size of the plastic zone was estimated from Eq. 2.55, by finding
the distance rcy where Krσnom equals the cyclic yield strength σcy:
rcy =
ρ
4
[(
Kt∆σnom
∆σcy
)2
− 1
]
(2.56)
=
ρ
4
(
µ2 − 1
)
. (2.57)
Eq. 2.54 is thus valid in the region a0 < a < rcy. Cracks in the elastic region was
calculated using LEFM.
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Figure 2.11: Dominating notch fatigue regimes according to Cameron and
Smith [142]. The ±50% prediction interval is for a simple LEFM approach based on
equivalent crack lengths in a notch.
Cameron and Smith verified these theories from tests of mild steel plates
at R=0. Three different notches were tested, with Kt =3, Kt =6.5 and Kt =15.
The approach gave good predictions, and it was found that in many cases the
fatigue life could be described by a single model. Short crack growth rates
were monitored, and were found to correlate well with Eq. 2.54. Crack growth
lives in the notch plastic zone were found to dominate for the sharpest notch,
and for all other notches at high stress levels. At intermediate load levels, the
sharpest notch could be adequately described by LEFM alone. For the two
blunter notches at low stress ranges, the initiation life was found to dominate
over the lives calculated for the other stages.
The regions where different stages dominate are showed in Figure 2.11. The
±50% prediction interval for linear elastic analysis were found using the model
of Smith and Miller [127], where the stress intensity factor for a crack according
to Eq. 2.34 was used for a < 0.13
√
Dρ. For longer cracks, an equivalent crack
length of D+ awas used. This shows that satisfactory prediction can be achieved
following this approach for a range of notch geometries and load levels.
2.3.3 Application to surface roughness
Suhr [143] showed that the short crack threshold model by El Haddad et al. [123]
could be used to predict the fatigue limit of a low alloy steel forging. Tensile and
four-point bend specimens were machined from the forging, oriented in an axial
and radial direction. Surface roughness was produced by grinding, followed
by annealing to remove residual stresses. The fatigue limit was estimated from
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Eq. 2.51, using F=1.12 for cracks at a free surface. Results are shown in Figure 2.12
for R=0.1 loading. Initiation occurred in grooves with depths ranging from 17µm
to 50µm. This was determined from specimenswith Nf > 106, failing at the same
stress ranges as runouts (N > 107), since it was found that a stylus instrument
could not accurately measure the valley depth. In the radial specimens, initiation
occurred at inclusions of MnS, which were elongated in the axial direction and
typically 40µm deep. This value was added to the initiation groove depth in
the radial specimens shown in Figure 2.12, improving the agreement with the
theoretical model.
Taylor and Clancy [144] followed a similar approach as Suhr. A high strength
steel was tested in three-point bending, where surface roughness had been intro-
duced by milling and grinding. The specimens were annealed after machining
to eliminate surface residual stresses, and the surface roughness was measured
using a stylus instrument. The crack growth was monitored and load shedding
was used to determine threshold crack lengths. The results could be presented in
the form of a modified KT diagram, where the crack length was replaced by Rmax
as seen in Figure 2.13. Two different models were found to apply, depending on
the character of the surface roughness. The short crack threshold of El Haddad
(Eq. 2.33) can be seen to underpredict the threshold stress for the low-roughness
surfaces. For the the rougher surfaces, there appears to be a notch type behavior,
as the data follow Peterson’s model.
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P
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Tensile, axial
Tensile, radial
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Bending, radial
0 =824 MPa
a =13 µm0
Figure 2.12: A short crack threshold model applied to surface roughness in a low
alloys steel, tested in bending and axial loading at R=0.1 [143]. The depth z of
grooves where initiation occurred is plotted against stress range according to Eq. 2.51
with a = z.
Peterson
El Haddad
K
th
0
Figure 2.13: KT diagram of fatigue limits in specimens with surface roughness,
where maximum valley depth Rmax has replaced crack length [144].
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Chapter 3
Experimental details
3.1 Test specimens
Test specimens were taken from different locations in the suspension arm, as
shown in Figure 3.1. The test specimens have been named according to location
and arm number, with designations <location><arm number>. For instance F21
and B21 are taken from locations F and B in suspension arm number 21. The
majority of tests, however, were taken from the raw material for the forging
process, available as extruded rods.
A
E
B
F
Figure 3.1: A suspension arm and locations of the different extraction locations.
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Table 3.1: Chemical composition of the material (wt.%). AA denotes the Aluminium
Association standard, and RA are the limits required by Raufoss Automotive.
Batch Si Fe Cu Mn Mg Cr Zn Ti Other
I 1.23 0.30 0.067 0.53 0.81 0.14 0.084 0.020 0.07
II 1.16 0.29 0.091 0.53 0.81 0.14 0.069 0.028 0.10
III 1.14 0.27 0.062 0.49 0.79 0.15 0.051 0.036 0.09
AA6082 0.70-1.3 0.50 0.10 0.40-1.0 0.6-1.2 0.25 0.20 0.10 0.15
RA6082 0.80-1.2 0.30 0.10 0.40-0.70 0.70-1.10 0.20 0.10 0.05 0.15
Table 3.2: Tensile strength and proof stress for forged and extruded specimens
(MPa). Standard deviation is given based on eight tests in each batch.
.
Designation Rp0.02 Rp0.2 Rm E (GPa)
Forged, T5 F (I) 369±4 387±2 395±3 -
Forged, overaged (T7) FR(I) 265±4 286±4 315±4 -
Forged prototype, T6 FP (I) 374±8 385±4 420±5 -
Extruded billet, T6 E (I) 382±7 408±2 424±2 72.5±0.1
Extruded billet, T6 E (II,III) - - - -
3.1.1 Material and designations
The raw material comes in the form of extruded billets with a diameter of 52mm.
Before forging, the billets are in an unspecified F temper. The billets were
heat treated to T6 condition for this study, in order to evaluate the influence
of microstructure of forged versus extruded material. From a product design
standpoint, it is also of interest to be able to predict fatigue properties of future
products based on raw material test data.
Three separate batches of material were received from the supplier over a
two year period. The alloy is designated RA6082, and has tighter limits on
the alloying elements than the Aluminium Association AA6082 standard1, as
seen from Table 3.1. Chemical compositions for the three different batches were
determined by spark-source mass spectroscopy [145]. The chemical composition
differs slightly between the batches, most notably for batch II that has more Cu
and batch I that has more Si.
Table 3.2 shows yield strengths and ultimate tensile strengths for the speci-
mens. All tensile tests were done on material from batch I. The elastic modulus
was determined for the extruded material using two averaging extensometers
mounted on opposite sides on the straight specimen gage section, according to
the recommendations in ASTM E111. The roman numerals in parenthesis refer
to material batch in Table 3.1.
1Other names used for this alloy are AlSi1MgMn (ISO 209-1) and AlMgSi1 (DIN 1712, 1725).
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Loading
direction
(a) Extruded material
Loading
direction
(b) Forged material
Figure 3.2: Grain structure visualized using crossed polarizers.
3.1.2 Microstructure
The microstructure for the forged and extruded material is shown in Figure 3.2.
These images were captured using a light microscope with crossed polarizers
after an anodization treatment [146]. By counting visible grain boundaries
according to the lineal intercept method (ASTM E112), an estimate of the mean
grain diameter was found for different directions. The extruded E(I) series
specimen shown in Figure 3.2(a) has a mean grain diameter of 33µm in the plane
perpendicular to the loading axis. The grains are highly elongated in the loading
direction, with lengths exceeding the 2.2mm covered by the micrograph. The
forged F(I) series specimen has a pancake type grain structure with mean grain
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direction
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Figure 3.3: Inverse pole figure for the extruded E(III) material. The colors indicate
crystallographic orientations with respect to the surface.
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Figure 3.4: (a) Distribution of grain sizes and (b) crystallographic misorientation
found from EBSD in the plane perpendicular to the loading direction. E(III) material.
diameters varying from 13 to 180µm in the plane perpendicular to the loading
direction.
The microstructure has also been studied using a field emission SEM in
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) mode to achieve subgrain resolutions.
This consists of automatically scanning the surface at an angle and recording
the resulting backscatter diffraction for each scan point. A real-time computer
analysis of the diffraction pattern then yields the crystallographic orientation
for each point. A resolution of 1µm was used in this case, and grain bound-
aries were identified by crystallographic misorientation angles exceeding 15◦.
Figure 3.3 shows three EBSD images for an extruded E(III) specimen, where
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


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Figure 3.5: Crystallographic orientations in the forged material, illustrated by Euler
angles.
grain boundaries are indicated by black lines. Low angle grain boundaries with
misorientation in the range 2◦-15◦ are marked by thinner lines. The colors corre-
spond to crystallographic poles aligned with the surface normal; grains colored
blue have (111) poles aligned with the surface normal while red grains are (100)
oriented. The inverse pole plots reveal which slip systems are most likely to be
activated during loading, while the misorientation angle is a measure of grain
boundary energy.
Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of grain sizes in the E(III) material, where
a grain boundary is defined as a >15◦ angle mismatch. The mean and median
grain diameter is 29 and 19µm respectively. Also shown is the distribution of
angular misorientation at grain boundaries, where it can be seen that a large
portion are low angle grain boundaries. Figure 3.5 shows the grain structure
of a forged F(I) material with colors corresponding to crystallographic Euler
angles [see e.g. 147].
3.1.3 Specimen geometry
Two specimen geometries, designated A and B, are used as shown in Figure 3.6.
Geometry B has a 12mm grip section diameter and is used for low cycle fatigue
testing, since collet grip pressure is typically higher than for load controlled
testing. Geometry A has a 10mm grip section diameter and is used for the
other series. Both geometries conform to ASTM E466 and E606 [148, 149]. The
specimens were machined using initial cut depths of 1.25mm on the radius,
0.3mm/rev feed rate and 2500 rev/min. The final cut depth was 0.1mm with the
same feed rate and speed. Due to problems with fretting fatigue in the grip
section at long fatigue lives, the specimens were modified as shown later in
Section 3.3.
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Ø6.20
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114
Figure 3.6: Geometry of the two test specimen used (mm).
3.1.4 Surface preparation
The polished specimens were prepared in multiple steps with emphasis on
avoiding smearing of the surface layer. Wet grinding was done by rotating the
specimens in a drilling machine, using 320 SiC grit paper for the first step and
2400 grit for the last. The final paper was also rubbed lengthwise on the specimen
by hand to make sure the final scratches were parallel to the loading direction.
Polishing was done in two steps, using 3µm and 1µm diamond cloths and an
alcohol based lubricant. This was also done in the drilling machine with the
final stage consisting of longitudinal polishing by hand. The complete polishing
procedure resulted in a reduction of the gage area diameter of 15-30 µm.
The rough specimens were prepared with emery cloth belt of various grit.
The aim was to create circumferential grooves where the surface profile could be
used in axi-symmetric finite element models. To achieve this, a lever mechanism
shown in Figure 3.7 was used. The weight at the end of the lever ensured that
consistent pressure was applied, as the specimen turned in the lathe for 20
seconds with 45 rev/min. Three different surface types were created, designated
M for medium, C for coarse andMC for medium-coarse. For the medium surface
type, 120 grit was used, while 80 grit was used for the coarse type. The MC type
was generated by first using 120 grit followed by 80 grit.
The width of the lever was 10mm, and a strip of emery belt with the same
width was attached underneath. A small adhesive cushion, about 1mm thick,
was placed between the emery belt and the lever to distribute the pressure and to
keep the belt from sliding. In order to create a wider than 10mm rough section,
two runs in the lathe were done on some of the specimens, where the lever was
shifted lengthwise to produce a rough section of approximately 15mm. A fresh
area of the emery belt was used for each run, so that the randomness of the
surfaces would be better as well as to avoid material buildup. Synthetic fluid,
diluted in water, was used for lubrication and cooling. The average roughness
ranged from 2.2µm to 11µm and maximum valley depth ranged from 9.3µm to
48 µm, determined from a length of 2mm without filtering.
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Clamped
Specimen
Weight
Emery paper
Figure 3.7: Device for making circumferential grooves, mounted in a lathe.
3.2 Fatigue testing
This section describes the layout and operation of the test equipment. Three
different hydraulic test frames were used, and various modifications to these
had to be made along the way.
3.2.1 Tensile load cycling
A Schenk 10 kN test frame with Instron 8800 control system and load cell was
used for R=0.1 testing. A self aligning grip setup with ball joints was used
as shown in Figure 3.8 on the following page. The test frame was originally
equipped with hydraulic clamps that were aligned prior to installing the ball
joint grips. The specimens were clamped as seen in Figure 3.8(b). The area in
contact with the specimen was threaded to increase the local clamping pressure.
Four screws were manually tightened using a torque wrench to ensure even
and consistent clamping pressure. For alignment control, a type A aluminium
specimen with four strain gages around the circumference was used, shown in
Figure 3.8(c). With an applied tensile load of 4 kN, the maximum bending stress
was less than 2% of the nominal axial stress.
3.2.2 Fully reversed load cycling
Strain controlled testing and load controlled testing with fully reversed cycles,
were done in a 50 kN test frame with Instron actuator and Instron 8800 control
system. The setup is shown in Figure 3.9. The specimens are fastened using
Instron hydraulic grips with collet chucks. The hydraulic grips were aligned
using a hardened steel specimen with a type B geometry (Figure 3.6). Eight
strain gages were attached around the mid section, ie. four strain gages around
the circumference at two longitudinal positions as shown in Figure 3.9. An
Instron alignment kit was used for adjusting angular and lateral displacement
of the lower grip fixture. The signals from the strain gages were processed and
displayed as real time plots on a computer as bending and shear deformation
separately for each of the two axes. Angular and transverse misalignment,
as shown in Figure 3.10(a)-(b), can then quickly be corrected by turning the
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Actuator rod
Ball joints
Load cell
Hydraulic clamp
Screw grips
A
A-A
A
(b)(a) (c)
Figure 3.8: The 10 kN test frame: (a) frame layout, (b) a screw grip, (c) specimen
with strain gages used for verifying alignment.
appropriate adjustment screws on the alignment kit. Misalignment can also
arise if the the grip fixtures and the actuator rod are not coaxial, depicted in
Figure 3.10(c). This type of misalignment can be revealed by observing the strain
gage readings as the load is varied. If load dependent readings are observed,
the upper grip needs to be unscrewed and refitted under tensile pre-loading. At
axial loads of ±6 kN the maximum difference between the lowest and highest
strains was below 3% of the nominal axial strain.
Two standard milling machine collets, one with a 10–12mm diametric clamp-
ing range and one with 8–10mm range were purchased to cover a range of
different specimen geometries. It turned out that the latter was not applicable
in the Instron clamps, since the cone is reversed compared to standard milling
machines. The 10-12mm collet could be used for the type B geometry, but did
not provide sufficient clamping pressure for the type A specimen geometry.
Hardened steel bushings were therefore fitted to the specimen grip sections to
give an effective outer diameter of 12mm as shown in Figure 3.11. The bushings
were manufactured with four slits on each end to accommodate deformation.
Some variations on the bushings were made with regard to the inner surface
finish. In addition to the as-machined surface finish, the inside of the bushings
were sandblasted and threaded. The surface proved to have little influence on
fretting fatigue compared to the effect of clamping pressure.
The problem with fretting fatigue appeared to stem from the way the spec-
imens were polished; the specimens would get a smooth transition from the
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Hydraulic clamps
Load cell
Alignment kit
Actuator rod
c
c
Specimen
Collet chuck
A
A-A
A
(b)(a) (c)
Figure 3.9: The 50 kN test frame: (a) frame layout, (b) cut-out view of a hydraulic
clamp, (c) specimen with strain gages used for alignment adjustment.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 3.10: Different modes of misalignment;(a) angular misalignment, (b) trans-
verse misalignment and (c) misalignment between the actuator rod and the upper
hydraulic clamp.
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Figure 3.11: Specimen with steel bushings. (i) Area in which fretting fatigue oc-
curred. (ii) Modified geometry to avid fretting.
notch area to the grip section, as depicted in Figure 3.11(i), thus leaving an
area where the clamping pressure gradually decreases to zero. This may cause
relative movement between the bushing surface and the specimen, and give rise
to fretting fatigue at long fatigue lives. The specimens with expected fatigue
lives of around one million cycles were therefore modified by machining a sharp
notch (ii) in the grip section.
The cyclic stress-strain curve was obtained by incremental-step testing under
total strain control. This was done in a 100 kN Instron test frame prior to the
installation of the 50 kN test frame, and made use of Wood’s-metal grips for
proper alignment. The test specimens were of type B (Figure 3.6) with M12
threads in the grip area. The testing with this setup was abandoned for the low
cycle fatigue testing due to problems with fatigue failure in the threaded grip
section of the specimens.
3.2.3 Low cycle fatigue
Low cycle fatigue testing of the extrudedmaterial was done at total strain control
with a nominal strain rate of 0.4%/s and a strain ratio of Rε=-1. The 50 kN test
frame was used and an Instron extensometer with a 10mm gauge length was
used for measuring strain. Specimens from batch III with geometry B (Figure 3.6)
were tested, in addition to three specimens from batch II (geometry A) for com-
parison. Steel bushings were not needed for the type B specimens, since sufficient
clamping pressure could be obtained using the 10-12mm collet, however, the
required grip pressure resulted in plastic deformations in the grip section. This
introduces uncertainties with regard to specimen alignment, although the plastic
deformation appeared to be consistent around the circumference. Pictures of a
the two types of specimens, along with the collet is shown in Appendix A
Low cycle fatigue testing of the forged F(I) material was conducted by West-
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moreland Mechanical Testing and Research Ltd. The test specimens used were
similar to geometry B, only with a 6.35mm diameter gauge section. Testing
was done at total strain control with a constant frequency of 0.5Hz for all strain
ranges. After 43,200 cycles, the tests were changed to constant amplitude loading
with a frequency of 10Hz.
3.3 Test results
Tests were terminated after reaching 2× 106 cycles, however, some specimens
failed due to fretting fatigue in the grip section at around 106 cycles. Test termi-
nations (runouts) and failures outside the specimen gage area were statistically
treated as right-censored observations according to the ASTM recommenda-
tions [149]. In this context, a right-censored observations means that there is no
knowledge about the actual fatigue life of the specimen, only that the specimen
survived for a given number of cycles. This information contribute to the regres-
sion of fitted parameters using maximum likelihood (ML) estimation as outlined
in Section 1.2.3. The solution approach and interpretations of confidence levels
are given in Appendix A3.
All failures are defined as full separation of the fracture surfaces. Some
attempts were made at stopping the strain controlled cycling at a 5% load drop,
at which the fatigue cracks were around 1mm long. The remaining fatigue life at
this point, however, was found to be insignificant compared to the total fatigue
life.
3.3.1 High cycle fatigue
Figure 3.12 shows results from R=0.1 testing. The data has been fitted to Eq. 1.1
assuming constant standard deviation. The extruded material has better fatigue
strength in the high cycle regime than the forged material. The amount of
scatter in these tests initially raised questions about the accuracy of the test setup.
Improvements were therefore made and the alignment was controlled and
documented to minimize experimental errors. Data from the initial test setup
was discarded, however, the scatter was still found to be high. The censored
observations below 106 cycles are failures due to fretting in the the grip section.
Figure 3.13 on the next page shows results from load controlled R=0.1 tests.
The forged FR (I) series and the extruded E(II) series have been fitted to Eq. 1.1,
using the maximum likelihood estimation described in Appendix A3 with vari-
able standard deviation. These results show that the extruded material has better
fatigue strength than the forged material. All results from the forged R=-1 tests
are shown in Figure 3.14, fitted to Eq. 1.12 with variable standard deviation. It
appears that all forged materials are similar with regard to fatigue strength in
this test, although more tests are needed to confirm this. The over-aged material
FR may have lower fatigue strength at high loads, while the prototype process al-
loy FP seems to have better high cycle fatigue strength. The fatigue limit as given
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Figure 3.12: Tests of smooth specimens from forged and extruded material at R=0.1.
Confidence of 5% and 95% are shown and arrows mark censored observations.
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Figure 3.13: Test results for the extruded E(II) and forged FR series at R=-1. Confi-
dence lines at 5% and 95% and arrows mark censored observations. The β parame-
ters are used to model spread according to Eq. 1.11.
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Figure 3.14: Test results for the forged series at R=-1, fitted to Eq. 1.12 and Eq. 1.11.
by Eq. 1.12 is γ = ∆σ = 236MPa, with 95% confidence intervals 234-245MPa
(see Appendix A3), however, this is more a feature of the mathematical model
than an estimate of the true fatigue limit.
A maximum likelihood estimate of the five model parameters in Eq. 1.12
and Eq. 1.11 require a considerable number of observations to give numerical
convergence. Good starting estimates of the parameters are typically required
in ML estimation, and solution convergence can not generally be guaranteed.
Test series other than the forged series had insufficient specimens for this five-
parameter model.
Some mean stress corrections have been used on the R=-1 and R=0.1 data.
The results are shown in Figure 3.15, where rhe correlation coefficient r (R-
square) is given as a measure of goodness of fit. It can be seen that the SWT
parameter (Eq. 1.8) is unable to describe the fatigue data using a common fit,
while the Morrow mean stress correction (Eq. 1.6) gives better results. The
Findley criterion (Eq. 1.9) shows a slightly improved prediction for the forged
series, although the scatter is still quite high. The parameter k in Eq. 1.9 was
found to be 0.22 for both forged and extruded material.
The results from all smooth specimens are shown in Figure 3.16 on page 63.
It is clear that the extruded material has higher fatigue strength R=-1. This trend
can be seen for R=0.1 as well, although the high degree of scatter produces wide
prediction intervals for these tests.
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Figure 3.15: Mean stress corrections, following the models presented in Section 1.2.2.
Forged (F) and extruded (E) have been fitted separately, shown with estimated 5%
and 95% prediction intervals and correlation coefficient r. See Figure 3.16 for data
legend.
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Figure 3.16: Comparison of all fatigue tests of smooth specimens. Prediction inter-
vals of 5% and 95% are shown for each series.
3.3.2 Low cycle fatigue
The elastic and plastic strain amplitudes have been fitted to the total strain life
equation by least squares regression. Figure 3.17(a) on the next page shows the
individual fitting of the elastic and plastic terms of Eq. 1.3. The square symbols
are results from the load controlled test, where the nominal stress have been
scaled by the compliance. The transition life, i.e. the number of cycles where
the elastic and plastic contributions are the same, can be seen to be quite low at
Nt=68.
In Figure 3.17(b), the strain life relation for the forged F(I) material is shown,
as obtained from Westmoreland Mechanical Testing. It can be seen that the
forged material test exhibit more scatter than the extruded material test, both
for load controlled and strain controlled cycling. It is unknown whether this
is due to differences in testing procedures or due to more inherent variance in
the forged material. The high cycle fatigue strength appears to be very similar
for forged and extruded material in these plots. The forged material clearly has
inferior strength in the low cycle regime, and an even lower transition life of
Nt=22. It should be noted that the plastic strain amplitudes in the extruded tests
were determined from hysteresis loop widths at σ=0, whereas in the forged tests,
the plastic strain amplitude was determined as
∆εp = ∆ε− ∆εe = ∆ε− ∆σ
E¯
, (3.1)
where E¯ is the average of the observed tensile and compressive elastic moduli at
half-life.
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Figure 3.17: Total strain life curves, with elastic and plastic fits shown.
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Figure 3.18 shows the cyclic stress-strain curve with data points from an
incremental step-test of the extruded E(I) material, where the parameters K and
n have been estimated by least squares regression from the Ramberg-Osgood
equation. Also shown is half-life values of stress vs. strain range, as measured
during the LCF tests. It can be seen that the forged material has similar cyclic
stress-strain behavior as the extruded material, even though the forged ma-
terial has lower monotonic strength. The two extruded specimens tested at
∆ε=1.5% show some deviations from the other tests. Although the alignment
was confirmed to be very accurate, there were indications that the test frame
had insufficient lateral stiffness at the highest loads. This could have introduced
buckling in the specimens. One specimen tested at ∆ε=1.6% buckled and was
discarded. There were no visual sign of buckling in the two ∆ε=1.5% tests,
however, the stress-strain plot revealed a load drop in the first compressive half
cycle, before the minimum strain value had been reached. This is shown for one
specimen in Figure 3.22(a) on page 68, and is an indication of buckling in these
tests.
Figure 3.19(a) on the next page shows the evolution of stress amplitude
during the low cycle fatigue tests. The alloys exhibits softening throughout the
fatigue life for strain ranges greater than 1%. For 0.8% strain range, the test
specimens showed a mixed behavior of initial hardening followed by softening
after about 10 cycles. The evolution of plastic strain range, as determined from
hysteresis loop width, is shown in Figure 3.19(b). Plastic strain ranges increased
with cycling for all strain ranges, except for ∆ε=1.5%, which showed an initial
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Figure 3.18: Cyclic stress-strain curve for the extruded material as found from
incremental step testing and fitted to Eq. 2.2. Also shown are values at Nf/2 for LCF
tests of forged and extruded material.
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Figure 3.19: Evolution of stress amplitude (a) and plastic strain range (b) vs. number
of cycles for various strain ranges. The circles mark the half life point.
decrease in ∆εp for the first 10 cycles, followed by increasing values. Stress
ranges and plastic strain ranges for the forged LCF test were recorded at the
first and the mid-life cycle. The forged material generally showed less softening,
as shown in Figure 3.20(a) for two specimens. The plastic strain ranges were,
however, comparable to those observed for the extruded material, as seen in
Figure 3.20(b).
The hysteresis loop energy, as found from
Ep =
∮
loop
σdε, (3.2)
was found to be near constant for the highest strain levels throughout the fatigue
life. At lower strain levels, Ep increased steadily up to 30% at failure. The
half-life values of log Ep were found to form a linear relation with log life, as
seen in Figure 3.21(a).
The hysteresis loop shape has been quantified by Abel [150] in terms of the
parameter
β =
∆σ∆εp − ∆Ep
∆Ep
, (3.3)
where ∆σ∆εp represents the maximum possible hysteresis energy, corresponding
to a parallelogram in ε − σ space. Lower vales indicate that the dislocations
experience a frictional resistance as they move through microstructural barriers.
Larger values indicate that a larger portion of the energy required for dislocation-
microstructure interaction is elastically recoverable [150, 151]. Half-life values of
β are shown in Figure 3.21(b), indicating that there is a change in the hysteresis
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Figure 3.20: Stress range (a) and plastic strain range (b) for forged and extruded
material at two strain ranges. The values for the forged alloy have only been
recorded at the first cycle and the half-life cycle.
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Figure 3.21: (a) Hysteresis loop energy at half life. (b) Hysteresis loop shape coeffi-
cients at half life.
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Figure 3.22: Hysteresis loops recorded during the LCF tests. (a) The first com-
pressive half cycle indicates buckling. (b) Hysteresis loops at half-life for different
specimens, showing that the material disobeys Masing material behavior.
loop shapes for specimens failing at around Nf = 2000. This indicates a change
in the dislocation structures for higher strain levels, most likely a transition from
dislocation bands to a dislocation cell structure, as noted in Section 2.1.1.
Comparison with literature data
The hysteresis loops at half-life in Figure 3.22(b) shows that this material does
not conform toMasing material behavior. This has also been reported by Borrego
et al. [152] for a 6082 alloy with similar composition.
A comparison of Borrego’s strain life fatigue results with the material used
here is shown in Figure 3.23. From these plots, it appears as if the fatigue strength
is lower for the material used in this study. This is misleading, since the cyclic
stress response of the current material is higher, as seen from Figure 3.24. Both
monotonic and cyclic stress response is well above the figures reported in the
literature of 6082-T6 [59, 153–156]; whereas Rp0.2 for the extruded E(I) material is
408MPa, published results are in the range 245-310MPa. The only comparable
figures have been found in an article by the Leiber Group [157], where a Rp0.2
of 380MPa is guaranteed for a wrought 6082-T6 alloy. In Figure 3.25, the total
strain fatigue equations have been converted to stress range by using the cyclic
stress-strain equation as defined by Eq 2.2. Stress range values at half-life for
forged and extruded material are also shown. It can be seen that both the forged
T5 and the extruded T6 material used in this study has better overall fatigue
properties.
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Figure 3.23: Total strain life for the forged and extruded material, compared to
results by Borrego et al. [152].
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Figure 3.24: Cyclic (solid) and monotonic (dashed) stress-strain curves for the
material used in this report, compared to published results of a nominally similar
alloy (Borrego et al. [152]).
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Figure 3.25: Total strain-life data converted to stress-life using the cyclic stress-strain
curve. Results are compared to Borrego et al. [152].
3.4 Surface measurement
The rough specimens were measured using a Wyko NT2000 white light inter-
ference (WLI) profilometer. The profilometer consists of a Mirau-type interfero-
metric microscope where the objective is moved by a piezoelectric transducer.
A computer is used for controlling the objective and recording images from
a CCD array. Measurements are made by moving the objective towards the
surface and simultaneously recording the light intensity from each pixel in the
array. The surface height at each pixel location is then determined from the
objective position of maximum interference. Since white light has a short coher-
ence length, the surface height can be measured with a high precision of 3 nm by
using algorithms to demodulate the fringe data [28, 158]. The lateral resolution
is limited by the optics, i.e. around 1µm.
Topography measurements using WLI compares favorably to mechanical sty-
lus instruments. Measurements are faster, and since it is a non-contact technique,
errors associated with finite stylus tip radii and deformation in the measured
surface are avoided. The latter is particularly important for soft materials such
as aluminium alloys. Comparisons have been made by Ohlsson et al. [159]
with an atomic force microscopy (AFM), which is considered the most accurate
profilometer available. The WLI measurements showed good agreement with
the AFM, but would produce some artifacts and exaggerate peaks compared
to the AFM measurements. This may not be as relevant for the current study,
where the peak-to-valley height is one order of magnitude larger.
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Figure 3.26: Three WLI scans taken from one specimen.
3.4.1 Measurement setup
A 10x (NA=1) objective with a secondary magnification of 0.52x was used, which
gives a field of view of 744 by 1141µm and a sampling interval of 3.1µm. The
mid-section of the specimens is 20mm long, which means several images need
to be captured to cover this length. This is done by using programmed stage
movement in which images along the length of the specimen are captured, each
of them overlapping by 139 µm.
The 3D measurements are used to construct 2D profiles, which are later used
to generate axi-symmetric FE models. Each point in the 2D profile is found
by averaging 80 samples in the circumferential direction, after the cylindrical
curvature of the specimen have been subtracted from the 3D scans. In effect, the
2D profile is based on a 300µmwide band along the center of the measurements
as shown in Figure 3.26. This helps smoothing sampling errors or artifacts
in the WLI measurements, and the final profile is then based on the samples
with highest accuracy, since the intensity, and thereby accuracy, drops as the
inclination of the surface increases towards the edges of the scans.
From the way the specimens were machined, it is not to be expected that
the circumferential grooves are perfectly axi-symmetric. The specimens were
therefore measured along four different angular positions designated 0, 3, 6 and
9, referring to clock values as perceived when looking down the centerline of the
specimens. The complete 2D profile for one such angular position is assembled
by stitching the separate scans into a continuous surface profile. It is not feasible
to place the specimens on the microscope table so that the specimen axis is
perfectly perpendicular to the microscope’s optical axis. Each of the parts that
constitute the full 2D profile must therefore be tilted and translated so that they
form a continuous global profile.
Bottom radius estimates for the valleys were made using an algorithm which
calculated the best fit of a parabola to the bottom points2. The parabola equation
2This algorithm, along with the 2D stitching algorithm was programmed by Børge Holme at
SINTEF
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Figure 3.27: Estimates of valley-tip curvature for a specimen.
is
y = Az2 + Bz+ C, (3.4)
where the curvature is found as ρ=(2A)−1. Figure 3.27 shows fitted circles for a
profile. It can be seen that the radius algorithm performs well in most cases, but
irregularly shaped valleys are misinterpreted.
3.5 Residual stresses
X-ray diffraction strain measurements were used to estimate residual stresses in
the specimen surfaces. V-filtered Cr Kα radiation was used with ψ angles from
-60 to 60◦ in 15◦ increments, measuring the θ position of the Al 311 reflection.
The beam width is 1mm at zero tilt and 2mm at±60◦, thus the measured strains
are averages of peak and valley strains within this region. Further information
on X-ray diffraction can be found in [160].
Table 3.3 shows the residual stress results obtained using an isotropic material
model. Maximum principal stresses are given, where the angle between the
σ11 direction and z is given by α. The shear stresses σ13 were insignificant and
are therefore omitted. The repeated measurements in Table 3.3 were taken at
different clock positions, indicating that the residual stresses are the same around
the circumference. Specimen X17 clearly stands out, and an explanation for this
will be given in Chapter 5. There is no significant change in residual stresses
before and after cyclic loading in the rough section.
Attempts were also made to determine residual stresses for the whole surface
profile using synchrotron radiation. X-ray radiation from a synchrotron source is
more coherent and can attain a higher degree of collimation than the Cr radiation
used in traditional goniometers. The measurements were made at HASYLAB
at beamline G3, described in Ref. [161]. The experimental setup is shown in
Figure 3.28. A surface resolution of 12µm could be attained by using a micro-
channel plate (MCP) consisting of hexagonal shaped channels with 12.5µm
between their centers. The thickness of the MCP was 4mm, and the distance
between the CCD and the MCP was 1mm, resulting in an angular acceptance of
2.5 mrad. A Θ step size of 0.02◦ was used over 101 steps to determine the peak
Θ location of the Al (400) reflection. In traditional diffraction experiments of
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Table 3.3: Residual stresses (MPa) calculated from X-ray diffraction measurements.
The two specimens marked with * were polished prior to roughening, thus the
residual stresses are for a polished surface.
Machined Rough
Specimen σ11 σ33 α σ11 σ33 α Comment
E18* -161±6 15±6 5◦ -164±6 6±8 5◦
E18* -120±6 7±4 1◦ -154±10 6±8 5◦ After failure
B23* -118±12 4±7 2◦ -156±5 7±6 3◦
X17 13±1 -3±4 10◦ -173±7 0±4 0◦
X17 -4±8 3±4 8◦ Repeated
X1 -148±6 4±1 2◦ -117±14 1±6 0◦
X12 -165±6 2±6 1◦ -158±8 2±3 1◦
X12 -165±3 2±1 1◦ Repeated
X38 -164±11 6±7 2◦
X15 -167±4 5±1 2◦
B21 -135±11 4±1 2◦
B21 -135±9 3±5 1◦ Repeated
B21 -151±13 3±8 1◦ After failure
X19 -157±7 1±1 0◦
X19 -134±21 -3±8 1◦ After failure
F19 -151±9 -1±4 0◦
A18 -173±7 -1±9 0◦
E22 -146±9 3±6 1◦
F21 -143±20 -1±4 0◦
X32 -138±7 1±2 0◦
X36 -141±3 4±4 2◦
X9 -139±5 -5±5 2◦
E19 -154±14 1±5 0◦
this type, the angle of incidence between the source radiation and the surface
is varied by tilting either the beam or the sample. In this setup, the surface
geometry itself provided an angular variation of ψ=0-90◦. A problem with
highly textured materials is that only a few grain will be oriented in such a way
as to give lattice reflections for a given value of Θ and ψ. This was also found
to be the case for these specimens, thus in order to obtain sufficient reflections
for stress analysis, the specimen was continuously rotated during the scans.
This was done under the assumption that residual stresses did not vary around
the circumference, as indicated by the initial X-ray measurements at different
clock positions. This appeared to be incorrect, thus quantitative stress results
could not be obtained. Figure 3.29 shows a compacted form of the results. Peak
locations in Θ have been assigned different shades of gray. The surface residual
stresses along the surface does show some variation, as indicated by a shift in
peak Θ positions for different ψ angles. Figure 3.30 shows that there is no clear
fit for the d vs. sin2 ψ values.
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Figure 3.28: Schematic of the synchrotron measurement setup.
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Figure 3.30: Lattice spacing parameter d for different surface–beam angles ψ.
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3.6 Conclusions
Both the forged and the extruded material have a highly textured grain struc-
ture. The extruded material has long grains in the extrusion direction, and the
forged material, which is manufactured from the extruded billets, has elongated,
flattened grains. This presumably leads to anisotropic mechanical properties,
although this has not been investigated in this work. Testing was done in the
extrusion direction where the material most likely is strongest. For both the
extruded and the forged material, larger grains are mainly (111) or (001) oriented,
while smaller grains and sub-grains are oriented between (111) and (001).
High cycle fatigue tests at two different load ratios showed that the extruded
material has better fatigue strength than the forgedmaterial. The SWT parameter
was unable to describe mean stress effects, while the Morrow correction and the
Findley criterion showed better predictions. The latter is a multiaxial parameter
that may be applicable in multiaxial fatigue life predictions for this material.
The cyclic stress-strain curve was obtained for the extruded specimens using
incremental step tests, and for the forged specimens using half-life values of
stress and strain from the low cycle fatigue tests. The cyclic properties of the
forged and the extruded material was similar in this case, although it should
be noted that incremental step tests and half-life values are known to produce
different results for certain materials.
The minor differences in chemical composition does not seem to have an
effect on fatigue life. Fatigue testing at R=0.1 gave very high scatter in the
observed stress vs. life, thus the associated fatigue strength coefficients should
be used with caution. This could be due to variability in cyclic yield strength
for the specimens, since peak stresses for lives around 106 cycles are very close
to the cyclic yield stress. Variations, e.g in grain structure, could therefore lead
to global yield at peak stresses in some specimens, which would significantly
decrease the fatigue life. The R=-1 tests were mainly cycled in the elastic regime,
where fatigue strength is determined by localized plasticity in weak regions in
the material. Failure from this mechanism appears to be more predictable since
the scatter at R=-1 testing is comparatively low.
The initial stress-strain response during the highest strain-range tests showed
indications of buckling. It could be that the test frame has inadequate stiffness
to perform this test. Another source of uncertainty with regard to alignment,
is the observed plastic deformation in the specimen grip section for the type B
geometry. The specimen used for alignment was made of high strength steel, and
therefore cannot replicate this condition. The type A specimens with 10mm grip
section diameter and steel bushings turned out to be well suited for both HCF
and LCF testing, but should be produced with a secondary notch as outlined to
avoid fretting fatigue at high fatigue lives.
Thematerial used in this study has higher cyclic andmonotonic strength than
similar 6082 alloys reported in the open literature. Some concern has been raised
by one of the customers of the suspension arm, that the low cycle fatigue strength
is lower than older suspension designs made of DC castings. The material data
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for this comparison was not given, however, it has been shown that comparing
low-cycle fatigue data based on strain may be misleading. A reformulation of
strain range to stress range fatigue curves shows that the current material, both
forged and extruded, has better fatigue properties than published results of
6082-T6, even though the strain-life curves are lower.
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Chapter 4
Finite element modeling
FEMLAB1 is used for finite element analysis (FEA) of the surface profiles. FEMLAB
originated as a toolbox for MATLAB2 for numerical solving of partial differential
equations, with emphasis on interaction of physical phenomena such as heat
transfer, fluid flow, electromagnetics and structural mechanics. The current
version of the program (3.1) uses compiled C and Java code, and can be run as
a stand-alone application. Integration with the MATLAB environment is still
retained, which allows the extensive library of MATLAB algorithms to be used in
modeling and post-processing of numerical simulations.
As described in Section 3.4, the white light interferometry (WLI) measure-
ments yield 3D topographic data from which 2D profiles are derived. Due to the
large number of geometries, all tasks from geometry creation to stress analysis
is automated by MATLAB scripts. This chapter describes the routines used to
generate FE geometries for these profiles along with details about the analysis.
Theoretical background on the finite element method and associated algorithms
can be found in standard textbooks, e.g. [162, 163].
The size of the surface features are on the same order as the grain size,
however, for the reasons outlined in Section 1.3, the FE analysis is confined to
isotropic and homogenous material models. All references to stresses and strains
in this section are therefore purely theoretical, and are regarded as properties of
the geometry.
4.1 Model description
Four axi-symmetric geometries are created for each specimen, that is, one for
each of the four angular positions referred to as clock values 0, 3, 6 and 9, as
described in Section 3.4. Referring to Figure 1.6 on page 14, the measured profile
constitutes the outer surface boundary, running parallel with the z axis at a
1COMSOL AB. Starting from version 3.2, FEMLAB is now called Comsol Multiphysics.
2The MathWorks Inc.
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Figure 4.1: Bézier interpolation between sample points pi and pi+1.
distance of 3.1mm. An interpolation method must be used, since the profile
consists of distinct samples, each spaced 3.13µm apart in the horizontal direction.
The simplest interpolation method would be a piecewise linear interpolation,
however, this would introduce stress singularities in a continuum mechanics
model. A higher order interpolation method should be used instead, where
tangential continuity can be specified at the sample points. Cubic Bézier splines
are used here, since FEMLAB has built-in support for this geometry type.
The surface profile is constructed by piecewise interpolation, where the
geometry between sample points is represented by spline segments. A profile
with i = n sample points require n− 1 segments, each defined by the parametric
equation [164]:
ri(t) = (1− t)3pi + 3t(1− t)2bi + 3t2(1− t)ci + t3pi+1, (4.1)
where
t ∈ [0, 1].
Eq. 4.1 is a 2D vector function for the spline segment shown in Figure 4.1. The
sample points from the WLI profile are denoted p, and additional points used
to control the spline shape are denoted b and c. A total of four points are
thus needed to define the spline interpolation between two sample points. The
control points govern the tangent directions at the spline endpoints, which can
be verified by taking the first order derivative of Eq. 4.1:
r˙i(0) = 3(bi − pi) (4.2a)
r˙i(1) = 3(pi+1 − ci). (4.2b)
A smooth surface profile is obtained if these gradients are equal at adjoining
endpoints, that is, r˙i(1) = r˙i+1(0). However, this condition carries an unneces-
sary restriction, namely that the length of the tangent vector is continuous along
the spline. Only the direction needs to be the same for geometric smoothness,
which means that the normalized gradient should be equal in r˙i(1) and r˙i+1(0).
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Figure 4.2: (a) Influence of the Bézier spline shape parameter µ in Eq. 4.6. (b)
Comparison with Catmull-Rom interpolation and the Bézier interpolation used in
the current work (µ=1/3).
Here, the tangent at p˙i is chosen so that it is parallel to the line going through
the two neighboring points:
ki =
pi+1 − pi−1
|pi+1 − pi−1| . (4.3)
According to Eq. 4.2, the control points are located on the endpoint tangents,
which can be generally expressed as
bi = pi + αiki (4.4)
ci = pi+1 − αiki+1, (4.5)
where αi is the distance from a control point to the corresponding sample point.
The value of αi for spline segment i is based on the distance between its end-
points:
αi = µ|pi+1 − pi|, (4.6)
where µ is a scalar. The shape of the spline can now be adjusted by varying µ,
while still adhering to the smoothness requirement.
In order to arrive at an appropriate value for µ, some properties of the spline
formulation will be discussed next. The shape functions in Eq. 4.1 are third
degree Bernstein polynomials [165], for which the sum (1− t)3 + 3t(1− t)2 +
3t2(1− t) + t3 = 1 for any t. Furthermore, the two weight functions for the
internal control points can be seen to have their maximum values at t=1/3 and
t=2/3, respectively. By placing the control points near these positions, the third
degree polynomials yield a balanced interpolation between t=0 to t=1. With the
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formulation used in Eq. 4.6, a value of
µ =
1
3
will give control points near the t=1/3 and t=2/3 locations on the spline segment.
The influence of varying µ is seen in Figure 4.2(a). The spline for µ=1/3 appears
intuitively better than the others, which either overshoot around bends for
µ=1/2 or approach a sawtooth profile for µ=1/6.
The interpolation routine used here resembles the Catmull-Rom interpolation
with a tension parameter [166]. The difference is that the length αi is here set to
be the same for spline segment i, whereas the Catmull-Rom formulation can be
shown to use the same αi for sample point i. This may cause the spline to over-
shoot at bends where two adjoining spline segments have very different lengths.
Figure 4.2(b) shows a comparison between a Catmull-Rom interpolation and
the current formulation. This is a realistic shape for surface roughness measure-
ments, and uses equidistant spacing in the horizontal direction corresponding
to the WLI sample interval. The Catmull-Rom gradient at point i is here
ki =
1
2
(pi+1 − pi−1) . (4.7)
The figure illustrates the problems of overshooting with this formulation.
4.1.1 Element mesh
A small section of an FE model is shown in Figure 4.3, where the Bézier in-
terpolation between the WLI samples are shown as dots. As can be seen, the
interpolation provides a curvature for the meshing routine to increase or de-
crease element sizes as necessary between sample points.
A Delaunay tessellation algorithm is used for creating triangular element
meshes. This is generally regarded as the best way to generate high quality
5µm
Figure 4.3: Finite element mesh showing geometry adaption to the interpolated
profile, where the WLI sample points are shown as dots.
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meshes without manual assistance [167]. Strains are related to the undeformed
geometry, where assuming small strains, the axi-symmetric coordinate strains
are:
εr =
∂u
∂r
(4.8a)
εφ =
u
r
(4.8b)
εz =
∂w
∂z
(4.8c)
γrz =
∂u
∂z
+
∂w
∂r
, (4.8d)
where u and w are the radial and axial displacement respectively. The elements
use quadratic shape functions for the displacement interpolation. A linear
variation of strains across an element can therefore be described, since strains
are first order derivatives of the deformation. The cubic shape functions are also
used for the geometry of the element, allowing the element edges on the surface
boundary to have curvature corresponding to the Bézier spline curvature at a
given location.
Appropriate meshing parameters were found by studying solution conver-
gence with increasing mesh density. A typical profile would yield between
one million and three millions degrees of freedom (DOF), requiring computer
hardware and solution schemes that can cope with such large systems. Details
on this is given in Section 4.2.
Each profile is divided into smaller sections of about 3mm length. The
number of sections are determined from the length of the rough part of the
specimen, which proved to be a good estimate for the number of DOF in the full
mesh. Section end points are chosen so that they are outside valleys, overlapping
adjoining sections by 860 to 1020µm. The length of this overlap is sufficient to
avoid dissimilar solutions in the middle of the overlapping regions, as shown in
Figure 4.4 and Figure 4.5. Discrepancies larger than 2% were observed, however,
this was in regions with low surface stress concentrations, and should have no
influence on the notch root stresses.
The mesh density is controlled so that a good resolution around grooves is
achieved. This is done by making the element size dependent on the surface
curvature, however, a large part of the surface is typically not of interest, such as
peaks and higher surface regions between grooves. Different mesh parameters
are therefore applied, depending on the surface height, where 30% of the lowest
surface segments are given very fine mesh parameters and coarser values are
given to the highest 70% and 50% of the surface segments. In addition to the
curvature based parameters, element growth rate factors and a global maximum
element size is assigned. Figure 4.6(a) shows a specimen geometry divided into
five parts. In Figure 4.6(b), one of the parts is shown, with magnified views in
Figures (c) and (d), centered around the groove where fatigue initiation occurred.
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Figure 4.4: (a) Linear stress solution on the surface and geometry for two overlap-
ping parts. The surface is scaled 5 times in the vertical direction. (b) Magnified view
around the mid-point of the overlapping region, where the difference between σ1
for Part 1 and 2 is shown in (c).
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Figure 4.5: Similar plot as Figure 4.4 for an elastic-plastic material model.
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0.1 mm
5 µm
2 mm
0.5 mm
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Figure 4.6: The rough section of this specimen is divided into five parts as shown in
(a). Crack initiation occurred in part 4, shown in (b), with magnified views shown
in (c) and (d). The total number of DOF in this model is 2.6× 106.
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4.1.2 Material models
The material is assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous. In general form, the
linear elastic material model according to Hooke’s law is
σij = Cijklεkl , (4.9)
where Cijkl are elastic constants. In the case of isotropic material, C is reduced by
symmetry considerations, and Eq. 4.9 can be expressed by the Lamé constants λ
and µ
σij = λδijεkk + 2µεij, (4.10)
or using the more common uniaxial parameters E and Poisson’s ratio ν:
εij =
1
E
[
(1+ ν)σij − νσkkδij
]
, (4.11)
where δij is the Kronecker delta.
A bilinear material model describing kinematic hardening has also been used.
The stress-strain relation is
σij = Cijkl(εkl − εpkl), (4.12)
where εp is the plastic strain vector. The von Mises yield criterion is used, and
associated plastic flow is assumed, where the plastic strain rate relate to the
equivalent plastic strain rate as:
ε˙p =
∂ f (σ − α)
∂σ
˙¯εp, (4.13)
i.e. the direction of plastic flow is normal to the yield surface. α is the backstress
tensor, or the shift of the yield surface with plastic load increments. The size of
the yield surface is constant, that is, the change in yield point during cycling is
only due to the translation of the yield surface. The yield function is then given
by
f = φ(σ − α)− σys. (4.14)
The hardening is defined by the plastic tangent modulus, which, along with the
yield stress, was fitted to the cyclic stress-strain curve.
4.2 Solution and analysis
FEMLAB includes several iterative algorithms to deal with larger systems. These
were initially adopted for solving complete surface profiles, however, they
were found to be rather unstable and very slow for the nonlinear analyses. As
mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the geometry was therefore divided into smaller
geometries that could be solved using a direct solver.
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4.2.1 Program overview
Due to the large number of required geometries (58 specimens with four profiles
each), scripting was relied upon to automate the FE analysis. Programs were
developed in MATLAB, making use of both MathWorks toolboxes and FEMLAB
programs. The main program is outlined in Algorithm 1.
Initialize using a MYSQL database;1
foreach specimen do2
for clock← 1 to 4 do3
read profile from disc;4
for part← 1 to num_parts do5
create_geom;6
clear and defrag memory;7
run_fea;8
if Error orWarning then9
save restart information;10
go to next clock or specimen;11
else12
postproc;13
save temporary solution to disc;14
end15
end16
load all temporary solutions from disc;17
assemble;18
save full solution to disc;19
end20
end21
Algorithm 1: main. Outline of program used to run FEA for all specimens.
The names of specimens and additional information such as load range and
load ratio are collected from one or more specimens, using a MYSQL call on
Line 1. The length of the rough section for each profile is then used to estimate
the number of parts required for the analysis to fit in memory. The finite element
solver function run_fea is protected by a MATLAB try/catch block in order to
avoid program termination and to detect warnings associated with convergence
problems. If errors occur, the geometry and run-time variables are saved to disc
(Line 10) so that this part can be reanalyzed later with manual tweaking of the
iteration parameters. The function create_geom (6) creates a FEMLAB geometry
based on Bézier interpolation as described in Section 4.1. The other functions,
on Lines 8, 13 and 18, are described in Appendix B1.
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4.2.2 Solution algorithms
Iterative algorithms are commonly used for factorization of large matrices, since
memory allocation of the whole (or upper diagonal) matrix is not required. These
solvers are less stable and also slower than direct solvers, however, iterative
factorization may be the only choice for large FE problems, especially in 3D
models that frequently have a large number of DOF and the system matrices are
less sparse than in 2D. As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, the geometry used in this
work was partitioned into smaller sections in order to be manageable by a direct
solver.
A Cholesky factorization algorithm was used for both linear elastic and
elastic-plastic analysis. Using this algorithm imposes some restrictions on the
system stiffness matrix, namely that it is symmetric and positive definite. The
FE formulation of structural mechanics problems are preferably developed to
adhere to these conditions. It follows from energy considerations that the system
stiffness matrix (Jacobian) is positive-definite, but the symmetry condition can
be violated by constitutive relationships for the plastic strain. Moreover, when
coupling different physical domains in the FE analysis, symmetry can no longer
be guaranteed. FEMLAB, which is marketed as a multi-physics FE program, uses
the general UMFPACK solver by default. An associative flow rule for the plastic
strain increment is used in this work, effectively preserving symmetry in the
system stiffness matrix.
Table 4.1 shows the solution times3 using different solver algorithms for a
small section of a profile, about 2mm long. Themesh consists of 44,715 triangular
elements with quadratic shape functions, yielding 183 kDOF (thousand degrees
of freedom). In comparison, the sections used in the actual analyses had between
400 and 700 kDOF. The direct solvers, Cholesky and UMFPACK, are markedly
faster than the iterative solvers. The UMFPACK solver uses a full LU factorization,
limiting the size of the problem to about 350 kDOF on the hardware used. As
seen from Table 4.1, the iterative solvers are much slower than the direct ones,
partly due to the need for preconditioning of the matrix before the solver is
called. An algorithm known as geometric multigrid was used as a preconditioner
for the values given in 4.1, using UMFPACK for a set of two coarser mesh cases.
See e.g. Ref. [168] for an overview on iterative factorization algorithms.
A pronounced increase in the solution times for the elastic plastic analyses
was observed. The nonlinear solver in FEMLAB is based on a damped Newton
method, where the current solution vector Ui is given by:
Ui = Ui−1 + λδU. (4.15)
The damping factor λ scales the increment δU, where for λ=1, the classical
Newton method is obtained. An initial value for λ as well as a minimum value
and a growth factor can be given to allow the damping to throttle down if the
relative error in the current iterative solution is larger than in the previous. A
3Windows XP laptop; 1.4GHz Intel Pentium M 738 and 1.11Gb RAM. Similar solution times
were obtained on a stationary 2.8GHz Intel Pentium 4 and 1Gb RAM.
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Table 4.1: Solution times for a small geometry section (183 kDOF) using linear and
nonlinear solvers. Iterative solvers are marked with •. Fourth order Gauss inter-
polation was used for the linear analysis and second order was used for nonlinear
analysis, except where stated otherwise.
Analysis Factorization Time (s) σ¯ (MPa)
Linear
Cholesky 14 957.6
UMFPACK 18 957.6
•GMRES 42 957.6
Nonlinear
Cholesky 191 427.6
Cholesky, const. pred. 224 427.6
UMFPACK 233 427.6
Cholesky, 4th order Gauss 256 425.1
•GMRES 348 427.6
•Conjugate gradients 547 427.6
rather large amount of initial damping, on the order of 10−5, was needed for the
nonlinear analysis to converge.
In cases with highly nonlinear systems, or where load history effects are
studied, it is necessary to apply the loads in increments as well. These increments
are referred to as steps, and can be adjusted by the solution algorithm or explicitly
specified by the user. The default behavior of the solver is to follow a tangential
trajectory from the current control-state response. This approach proved to be
unstable for some of the surface profile geometries. The predictor step would
sometimes overshoot and be unable to iterate back to equilibrium response. A
constant predictor step was found to be much more stable, although somewhat
slower due to the increased number of steps required for convergence. The
difference is seen in Table 4.1 for the nonlinear “Cholesky” and “Cholesky, const.
pred” solvers. The linear tangent step update was generally used. For the
geometries that did not converge, a constant step update was used instead,
sometimes also with increased Newton damping and intermediate load steps.
In FEMLAB, the order of Gauss integration defaults to two times the order of
the shape function, and in the elastic-plastic analyses, plastic strains are solved
for in the Gauss points of the elements. Reducing the Gauss order from 4 to
2 in the case of a quadratic mesh, improved the solution performance as seen
in Table 4.1. Solution time is reduced by 30% with little change in the stress
solution. The reduction in Gauss order also reduces memory requirements, since
the plastic strains are used in the equilibrium iterations.
4.2.3 Boundary solutions
The stress solutions on the surface boundaries are calculated using FEMLAB,
where the gauss point solutions have been extrapolated to nodal points and
made continuous by smoothing. The program outline for the MATLAB function
i
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postproc is shown in Appendix B1. The equilibrium equations in z and r
are [169]:
∂τrz
∂r
+
∂σz
∂z
+
∂τrz
∂r
+ Fz = 0 (4.16)
∂σr
∂r
+
∂τrz
∂z
+
σr − σφ
r
+ Fr = 0 (4.17)
To avoid division by zero, Equations 4.16 and 4.17 are multiplied by r and r2
respectively. According to this, a transformed variable ξ is introduced:
ξ =
u
r
(4.18)
that is solved for instead of u.
Generic expressions can be evaluated in FEMLAB, based on the governing
variables and the partial derivatives of these. The stress gradient, as defined in
Eq. 1.23, can be defined in terms strains using Hooke’s law for a linear elastic
and isotropic material:
∂σz
∂r
=
∂
∂r
{
E
(1+ ν)(1− 2ν)
[
(1− ν)εz + ν(εφ + εr)
]}
. (4.19)
Inserting for the small strains in Eq. 4.8, and using the the chain rule for Eq. 4.8a:
∂εr
∂r
=
∂2ξ
∂r2
r+ 2
∂ξ
∂r
, (4.20)
the following expression for the stress gradient is found:
∂σz
∂r
=
E
(1+ ν)(1− 2ν)
[
(1− ν) ∂
2w
∂r∂z
+ ν
(
∂2ξ
∂r2
r+ 3
∂ξ
∂r
)]
. (4.21)
All partial derivatives on the right hand side of Eq. 4.21 are available in the
FEMLAB post processing environment. The expression contains some terms with
second derivatives of the displacements that will assume constant values when
using quadratic shape functions. This may be a problem, since the solution
of interest for ∂σz∂r is at the surface boundary where steep stress gradients are
expected for a linear elastic analysis. As noted earlier, the aim of the finite
element solution procedure used here is to arrive at a mesh independent solution,
although from a microstructural standpoint, the stress gradient may in fact be
closer to constant within a grain. In order to resolve the (theoretical) geometric
effect on stress gradient, higher order shape functions can be used, however, this
comes with a high computational cost. Some tests for convergence were done
by comparing second order and third order shape functions for a measured
surface geometry. The third order element mesh showed convergence for a blunt
and a sharp groove, while the second order elements showed mesh dependent
variability even for very fine mesh. However, the quadratic solution approached
the cubic one, showing better convergence when considering the total number
of DOF for the model. Details can be found in Appendix C.
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4.2.4 Solutions ahead of grooves
The solution ahead of grooves were also evaluated. Critical locations are pre-
sumed to be the deepest points within the grooves, but in order to limit the
amount of postprocessing, a selection scheme based on rain-flow counting of the
surface profile was used. Surface excursion smaller than 5µmwere discarded,
effectively removing insignificant valleys as well as local perturbations within
the larger grooves. A second criterion for finding critical locations was also
used, where the maxima for axial stress at the surface was rain-flow filtered
using a threshold of Kt =2. Figure 4.7 shows the selected points using the two
algorithms, where V1 valleys are from the geometry based search algorithm
and the V2 valleys were found from the stress solution. Stresses and strains
up to a distance of 100µm ahead of valley was evaluated at 60 logarithmically
distributed points, indicated by vertical lines in Figure 4.7.
50 µm
V1
V2
Figure 4.7: Critical locations as determined by two different algorithms.
4.2.5 Residual stress model
As shown in Section 3.5, compressive residual stresses were found in the surface
of the specimens. A residual stress field has therefore been applied in the
elastic-plastic analysis to study the influence on subsurface stress distributions
in cyclic loading. The magnitude of the applied residual stresses at the surface
corresponded to the measured values, while the subsurface distribution was
assumed, based on studies by Jacobus et al. [170]. The depth and magnitude of
the residual stress fieldwas varied according to the surface profile. Trial and error
led to a profile dependent stress field that would have acceptable values after
the initial equilibrium iterations. In Figure 4.8, residual stress profiles before and
after equilibrium iterations are shown. Figure 4.8(a) shows subsurface stresses
in a flat surface region, and Figure 4.8(b) shows stresses ahead of a groove.
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Figure 4.8: Initial stress distribution, and the resulting stress distribution after
equilibrium iterations for (a) a flat surface region, and (b) ahead of a groove.
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Results
5.1 Surface measurements
When comparing the four surface profiles for a single specimen, some variations
were typically observed. Figure 5.1, shows the profiles for one specimen given
a type C (coarse) surface preparation. The deepest grooves vary in shape and
depth, while a shallow groove in the 9 o’clock profile appear in an area where
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Figure 5.1: WLI measurements for all clock positions of a specimen. The top figure
shows the full length of the profile, where the surface height has been scaled by 140.
The bottom plot is centered around the initiation location, which occurred near the
6 o’clock profile. Height is scaled by 22.
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the other profiles are flat. For this specimen, this was caused by initial lateral
movement of the emery paper, as the lever was placed on the surface.
5.1.1 Measurement accuracy
The accuracy of the WLI measurements were checked using a scanning electron
microscope (SEM). Although SEM offers a long depth of field, the images shown
on the following pages are composites of several scans at different working
distances. The measurements generally showed good accuracy, with some
artifacts appearing at certain topographical features. Figure 5.2 and 5.3 show
the WLI sample locations as dots, while the Bézier interpolation is drawn as
a continuous line. The interpolation showed good agreement with the actual
surface, as long as the WLI samples were accurate.
In some grooves with slanted side walls, the WLI measurement would fail to
analyze the interference pattern from the surface. This is shown in Figure 5.4 and
Figure 5.5. In Figure 5.4, there are two WLI samples that are incorrect, marked
A and B. The straight slope to the left of B and one point halfway up to the
right of A have been inserted by linear interpolation in the WLI post-processing
software. The location of point B is 36µm below the actual surface, and the
width of the valley at the “true” point B location is 38µm. The reason for the
incorrect height measurement of B therefore seems to be caused by stray signals
from the opposite side of the valley. This seems to be the case for point A too,
as well as the two incorrect points in Figure 5.5. For a given groove, the errors
would occur consistently around the circumference at the four clock positions,
indicating that this behavior is indeed caused by the geometry and not just
random measurement errors.
AMATLAB programwas made for detecting and correcting the measurement
errors. Given a point i with surface height z(i), the height of the points i − 1
and i+ 1 on either side were compared to z(i). If the difference z(i+ 1)− z(i)
or z(i− 1)− z(i) was greater than 3µm, the point i was marked as suspicious,
since the WLI microscope has problems receiving any signal from such steep
gradients. The points were checked manually before they were deleted. In
most cases it was obvious that a given location was measured incorrectly, but
in cases of doubt, SEM imaging was used to check the area. After the point, or
points, were removed, the resulting gap in the profile was reconstructed by linear
interpolation between the adjacent valid measurements. This is the same way as
the WLI post-processor operates in cases where inadequate surface reflection
gives no interference pattern. The only difference is that the WLI post-processor
interpolates the 3D surface, while the error-checking algorithm works on the
extracted 2D profile.
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50 µm
Figure 5.2: The profile obtained from WLI overlayed on an SEM image, showing
good correlation. These side view images are composed of 4 to 6 scans, taken at
different working distances to obtain a larger depth of field.
40 µm
Figure 5.3: The profile obtained from WLI overlayed on an SEM image. The WLI
microscope cannot measure very steep surfaces, such as the one to the right in this
image.
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20 µm
A
B
Figure 5.4: In this case, the WLI measurement is incorrect. It appears that the points
A and B correspond to a double reflection from the opposite wall.
50 µm
Figure 5.5: Another case of incorrect WLI measurement. The white line shows the
Bézier interpolation.
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5.2 Fractography
On a macroscopic scale, the crack growth appeared to be straight and perpendic-
ular to the loading direction, as seen in Figure 5.6. This corresponds to Mode I
loading in fracture mechanics, although a more irregular crack front is observed
on a microscopic. Some specimens deviated from this, the most marked one seen
in Figure 5.7. This is an indication of mixed Mode I – Mode II loading, although
Mode I can be assumed to dominate also for this specimen.
The global fracture appearance was characterized based on the width of the
100 µm 100 µm
Figure 5.6: Specimen X23 showing macroscopic crack propagation perpendicular to
the loading direction (R=-1 ∆σ=290 Nf=831,492).
100 µm 100 µm
Figure 5.7: Specimen F45 with angled early crack propagation. (R=0.1 ∆σ=300
Nf=18,679)
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1.2 mm
(a)
1 mm
(b)
Figure 5.8: Two types of distinct macroscopic fracture appearances: (a) local initia-
tion in specimen E22, and (b) wide initiation in specimen X30.
initiation zone. Crack initiation over a wide portion of the circumference indicate
that the notch at this location play a dominant role in the fatigue initiation
process, whereas more local initiation indicates that a material weakness is
present. Examples of pronounced local and wide initiation zones are shown
in Figure 5.8. A third category was ascribed to fracture surfaces that had a
somewhat local initiation zone, but not quite as marked as in Figure 5.8(a). The
results for all rough specimens, excluding runouts, are shown in Figure 5.9,
where the fracture appearance has been color coded. From these results it can
be seen that the initiation characteristic changes around 105 cycles from a wide
initiation zone to a local zone at higher fatigue lives. This indicates that a change
in initiation behavior occurs. At high load levels, a shallow crack may be formed
around the circumference during the first few load cycles. The propagation of
this crack, going through the regimes of short crack growth, long crack growth
and final fracture will govern the fatigue life of the specimen. On the other hand,
the specimens cycled at moderate to low load levels show propagation from a
local initiation zone. The initiation life in this case is believed to take up a larger
part of the total life, controlled by the notch stress field and inherent material
weaknesses.
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Figure 5.9: Fatigue life plot for the rough specimens, showing the macroscopic
appearance of the fracture surface.
5.2.1 Crack initiation
Attempts were made to find incipient cracks during fatigue testing. Three
specimens were stopped at several intervals and placed in a SEM. The FE results
were useful in this context, to limit the regions to be investigated; as will be
shown in Section 5.3, the possible initiation locations could be determined from
the subsurface stress solutions. No surface cracks could be detected in these
tests. After failure, two specimens showed secondary initiation zones close to the
notch where failure occurred. In these cases, the incipient cracks were opened up
due to the proximity of the ductile fracture region. One such specimen is shown
in Figure 5.10, where the secondary initiation zone is marked by B. Striations
were found 1.3mm below the surface where the crack propagated to failure. This
area is indicated in region A in Figure 5.10, and shown in detail in Figure 5.11(a).
The striation spacing was found to be 0.5µm, taken as an average for several
distinct grains in this region.
A closeup of the secondary initiation zone is seen in Figure 5.11(b). This is
the top-left area of Figure 5.10. The incipient crack was studied along the notch
root, where it was found that the crack showed perturbations according to the
characteristic grain diameter. Second phase particles in the surface were found
to affect the crack path, as seen in Figure 5.11(c) and 5.11(d). In Figure 5.11(c),
it can be observed that a particle has been dislodged, leaving a cavity in the
crack path. A slight extrusion of material can be seen to the right, which may
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1 mm
A
B
Figure 5.10: Specimen X32, showing a secondary initiation region (B).
be a particle that is partly dislodged. Figure 5.11(d) shows another partly dis-
lodged particle which apparently is harder than the surrounding material. It
cannot be ascertained from this that second phase particles has an impact on
the fatigue initiation process in small notches, although it seems plausible that
larger particles, or a cluster of such particles, can contribute locally to the notch
stress concentration.
Figure 5.12 on page 100 shows light microscope images of a sectioned runout
specimen. Failure occurred due to fretting in the grip section at N=853’000.
Cracks could be found ahead of several notches, varying in length from about
5µm to 8µm. This specimen was examined in SEM at N=450’000, N=550’000
and N=700’000, with no detectable incipient cracks at the surface. This is most
likely due to the constraint of the surrounding material, which effectively closes
the cracks and make them difficult to observe at the surface. Second phase
particles can be observed Figure 5.12, where the dark blue particles are believed
to be Mg2Si and the light blue particles in Figure 5.12(c) are composed of AlFeSi
or AlSiFeMn [87, 146].
The cracks were found to be slightly angled with the loading direction, with
some exceptions as shown in Figure 5.12(b). The crack emanates from a second
phase particle, which may have caused early cracking and immediate Stage-II
type growth. Figure 5.12(c) and (d) have been taken from the same groove at the
0 and 6 o’clock positions respectively, where the incipient crack can be found
in both locations and can be assumed to exist around the circumference. A
second phase particle can be seen at the surface in (c), with 2µm long secondary
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5 µm
(a)
100 µm
(b)
20 µm
(c)
5 µm
(d)
Figure 5.11: Specimen X32, showing (a) striations 0.5 µm apart at a crack length of
1.3mm, (b) secondary initiation site, (c) a void and an extrusion caused by second
phase particles, and (d) a second phase particle at the secondary initiation site.
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100 Results
10 µm
(a)
10 µm
(b)
10 µm
(c)
10 µm
(d)
Figure 5.12: Micrographs from bright field microscopy of a forged F(I), runout
specimen (R=0.1 ∆σ=281 N=1.6× 106). Incipient cracks can be observed in the
grooves. Images (c) and (d) have been taken at opposite sides of the same groove, ie.
at the 0 and 6 o’clock positions.
cracks emanating from both sides. The crack seen in (d) has a distinct change in
orientation below the surface due to a grain boundary. The surface particle in
(c) may have caused initial rapid growth, indicated by a longer crack compared
to the one in (d), however, this may also have been caused by crack growth
retardation at the shallow grain boundary in (d). Furthermore, given the 3D
nature of the cracks, it is hard to infer from these observation whether the
second phase particles influence early crack growth, since neighboring grains
and particles are not revealed from such cross-section images.
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5.3 Finite element results
Recall from Section 4.2.4 that subsurface stress solutions were calculated ahead
of critical notches. Two criteria were used to detect the critical locations for
post-processing: V1 valleys were based on the surface geometry, and V2 valleys
were based on the calculated axial surface stress, σz. Figure 5.13 on the next
page shows the result for the V1 type valleys for all clock positions in specimen
A18. The axial stress has been scaled by the nominal stress, thus at r=0, the
value correspond to Kt. The curves for which the highest ten values of Kt were
found have been numbered, and their location on the surface are shown in the 10
plots to the right of each graph. The white lines in the center of these geometric
plots indicate the positions from which the subsurface stress solutions have been
calculated. The surface stress (σz) distributions in the area around the valley
are shown as well, and have been scaled independently for each location to fit
within the plot boxes.
For this specimen, the initiation started at 5 o’clock, thus the 6 o’clock posi-
tion is the closest measured profile, and has been identified by an inset figure
of the schematic appearance of the fracture area. The stress solution for the
location where fatigue initiation occurred is drawn with a wider line, and the
corresponding surface location (8) is highlighted. The Kt at this groove where
initiation occurred therefore has the 8th highest Kt of all the surface grooves. The
initiation-groove has been identified in the other clock positions as well, both
in the subsurface stress-plots and in the geometry plots. It can be seen that the
initiation-groove has a Kt of about 6 for all clock positions, with the exception of
the 0 o’clock position, where the Kt value is closer to 5.
Figure 5.14 shows the corresponding plots for V2 valleys, i.e. critical valleys
as determined by the highest Kt values. As a result of the threshold for rainflow
filtering at Kt =2, no stress solutions are calculated for grooves with Kt <2. More
grooves are identified as critical when using this selection algorithm; for this
specimen, 150 grooves were identified, compared to 65 with the V1 algorithm. A
notable difference between the V1 and V2 solution is that the latter tends to find
stress solutions that have subsurface local maxima. This is due to the variation
of the surface stresses within the grooves; as seen in the geometry plots, the axial
surface stresses are typically highest on either side of the valley floor. Another
consequence of this is that more than one V2 solution is found in the groove
where initiation occurred. The bold black lines shown in Figure 5.14 are also
found at the initiation location, but their Kt is smaller than the colored (blue)
solution.
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104 Results
While there are grooves with higher Kt than the initiation-groove, it can be
seen from both Figure 5.13 and 5.14 that the subsurface stress solution for the
initiation-groove dominates over the others for all clock positions. Since the
V1 algorithm was found to be consistent with finding the highest subsurface
stresses, the remaining figures are based on these stress solutions. Furthermore,
to conserve space only the solutions for the clock position closest to the initiation
site will be shown. In a few specimens, the different clock positions showed quite
different solutions, which becomes problematic when the initiation location was
right in-between two clocks. These results will be commented on later.
5.3.1 Linear elastic material
The plots on the following pages show linear elastic solutions for the clock
profiles closest to the initiation locations. The plots are sorted first by ascending
stress range, then increasing fatigue life. Results from R=-1 loading are shown
on page 104 to 107 and results from R=0.1 loading are shown from page 107
to 108. The labels for the abscissa and ordinate have been omitted to conserve
space, but are the same as in Figure 5.13, i.e. axial stress normalized by the
nominal stress on the vertical axis and distance in µm ahead of the valley on the
horizontal axis.
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Comments on linear elastic results
From the plots on pages 104 to 108, it can be seen that there is a distinct trend
of dominating subsurface stresses for the initiation-groove. The runout speci-
mens naturally has no indication of an initiation location, however, specimen
X17 on page 105 failed, but still shows no bold line indicating the initiation
location. This is because the V1 algorithm did not identify the failure notch,
and therefore produced no stress solution ahead of the notch. The notch where
initiation occurred was very shallow, and not very well characterized by the WLI
measurement. Two SEM images are shown in Figure 5.15, revealing a number
of corrosion-like defects in the grooves, as well as on the as-machined surface,
which the WLI could not discern. It is not known why this specimen displayed
such features.
200 µm
(b)
(a)
10 µm
(b)
Figure 5.15: Specimen X17: The fracture location is shown in (a), along with the WLI
measured profile. Initiation started in one of numerous defects as the one shown in
(b), and these could not be well characterized by the WLI measurement.
Stress solutions for specimen F21, shown on page 106, had relatively low
subsurface stresses at the initiation location. Studies in the SEM showed a
strongly localized crack initiation, and also some variations in the groove shape
around the circumference. As seen from the stress-solution plot, the exact
initiation location was at 2 o’clock, thus the solutions used for 3 o’clock may not
be representative of the actual initiation location.
Specimen X36, with solutions shown on page 106, also showed a very local
initiation from a shallow groove. In this case, the initiation occurred at 3 o’clock,
where the surface profile was measured. Figure 5.16(a) shows the macroscopic
fracture appearance, and a secondary initiation site is revealed in the neighbor
groove. Figure 5.16(b) shows a close-up, where the neighboring groove can be
seen to be much deeper than the groove where initiation occurred. Early crack
growth followed inclined planes, about about 40◦ with the loading direction. No
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1 mm
(a)
20 µm
(b)
Figure 5.16: Specimen X36, which failed in a relatively shallow groove, showed a
very localized initiation zone in a shallow groove.
material defects or other clear reasons as to why the initiation started here were
apparent for this specimen.
Another specimen that had quite low subsurface stresses was X23, as shown
on page 106. SEM images of the initiation location are shown in Figure 5.17,
where a material weakness seems to have caused crack initiation. It is likely that
this material weakness was a de-bonded grain, since there is a protrusion on
one side and an intrusion on the other with sizes corresponding to the grain
diameter for this material. Initiation started within the root of a shallow notch,
while subsequent crack propagation outside of the intrusion temporarily left the
notch and followed the ridge. The image to the right reveals very large vertical
striations, which may indicate that rapid crack propagation took place after the
grain de-bonded.
5.3.2 Elastic-plastic material
The elastic-plastic material model was calibrated from the cyclic stress-strain
curve (Figure 3.18). A plastic tangent modulus of E′=4.24× 193MPa with a
yield stress of 350MPa was found to describe the strain range of interest best.
Figure 5.18 shows two simulated load cycles of a straight, axi-symmetric speci-
men compared to the half-life hysteresis loops at the same strain ranges. The
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200 µm
(a)
30 µm
(b)
Figure 5.17: Specimen X23, which appeared to fail from a local material defect. The
two images are taken of opposing crack faces.
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Figure 5.18: Comparison of FEA and hysteresis loops from LCF. Half-life hysteresis
loops for three specimens cycled at ∆ε=1.3% are shown to the left, and two specimens
cycled at ∆ε=1.5% are shown to the right.
simulations were very accurate with regard to maximum and minimum stress,
but for variable amplitude loading the model should be used with caution since
the shape of the hysteresis loop is poorly defined.
Solutions for the elastic-plastic material model and R=-1 are shown on the
following pages, up until page 114. As before, the abscissa is σz/σnom and the
ordinate is distance in µm ahead of the notches.
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In the case of R=-1 loading, the absolute compressive stress solutions will be
the same as the tensile solutions. For R=0.1 loading, this is not the case, and in
the following plots, a plastic load ratio Rp has been introduced, which relate the
minimum stress to the maximum stress in the valley root.
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Residual stress results from nonlinear analysis
Some analyses of the influence from the assumed residual stress distribution are
shown on the next page. The compressive load cycle in R=-1 loading was not
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generally solved for, since FEMLAB’s parametric solver would not converge or
crash. This occurred after the maximum parameter value had been reached, at
around zero global load. This could be due to parameter scaling, where the solver
would run into problems for zero plastic strains, and could possibly have been
overcome usingmanual scaling. Due to the relatively high uncertainty associated
with these analyses, however, further attempts at obtaining converging results
were not made.
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Comments on nonlinear results
The nonlinear solutions show, as expected, lower Kt values for the notches and
also less difference between the highest and lowest Kt. This may partly explain
why the very high values of Kt observed in the linear elastic analysis appear to
be less significant in cyclic loading. The general trend observed for the linear
elastic solutions is also found in the nonlinear solutions, where stresses about
10µm ahead of the notch where initiation occurred are dominating over the
other stress solutions.
5.3.3 Elastic-plastic notch correction
Figure 5.19 shows the results from the classic Neuber correction and the general-
ized Hoffmann-Seeger (HS) correction, compared to elastic-plastic FEA. Stress
ranges have been calculated in the notches where fatigue crack initiation was
observed. For R=-1 loading, it can be seen that the Neuber correction produces
non-conservative results, with calculated stress ranges around 8% lower than
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Figure 5.19: Comparison of Neuber corrected linear solutions and nonlinear FEA
results.
the nonlinear FEA. A group of ten results are in the range 10% to 30% lower than
the nonlinear FEA. In the case of R=0.1 loading, the Neuber prediction is more
accurate, although it should be emphasized that the stress concentration is based
on stress range without regard of mean stress. The Neuber correction actually
predicts higher mean and maximum stress than HS. A comparison based on
the Smith-Watson-Topper parameter is shown in Figure 5.20, where it is seen
that the HS correction matches the nonlinear FEA results more closely than the
Neuber correction. Both solutions, however, shows considerable conservatism,
especially for the lowest stress ranges.
In Figure 5.21, the Neuber and HS corrections are compared based on strain
range results. The differences between the two are larger, with the Neuber results
consistently about 30% higher than the nonlinear FEA results. The HS correction
on the other hand, exceeds the FEA results by maximum 22%, with the majority
of results in the range 0% to 12% higher.
In conclusion, the HS correction provides a more accurate estimate of the
elastic-plastic stresses and strains in the notch root. Some of the differences
observed can be explained by the quite different models of the cyclic stress-
strain response used; while the analytical corrections use the Ramberg-Osgood
curve, the elastic-plastic FEA uses a bilinear curve that differ in yield point
and hardening. This simplified material response may in fact be associated
with inaccurate results in itself, especially for strain amplitudes around 0.5%,
where the Ramberg-Osgood relation describes a lower stress amplitude than the
bilinear model. Considering the scatter in cyclic stress-strain data, however, the
difference between the two models is less critical (see Figure 3.18 on page 65).
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Figure 5.20: Comparison of R=0.1 results where the effects of mean stresses are
assessed using the Smith-Watson-Topper parameter.
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Figure 5.21: Comparison of Neuber corrected linear solutions and nonlinear FEA
results.
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5.4 Fatigue life prediction
It is of interest to see if established engineeringmethods can be used to determine
the influence of surface roughness. Empirical models for notch sensitivity, found
in Section 1.2.5, have been evaluated using stress and strain values calculated in
the groove where initiation occurred.
Runout specimens are shown in Table 5.1. Two tests were terminated after
2× 106 cycles, and two others were terminated after 5× 106 cycles. Specimen
X10 failed due to fretting in the grip section.
Notch sensitivity was calculated for the rough specimens that failed, using
the geometry and linear FEA results of the notch root. Figure 5.22 shows notch
sensitivities as found from Eq. 1.19. The fatigue notch factor Kf was found
by comparing the stress life curves corresponding to the given load ratio and
material. The stress life curve given in Figure 3.14 on page 61 was used for the
forged R=-1 test series. The notch sensitivity shows considerable variations,
and a generally increasing trend for increasing fatigue lives. Table 5.2 on the
following page summarizes fatigue life data for R=-1 loading, along with surface
roughness parameters and FEA results. Table 5.3 shows the same data for R=0.1
loading.
Table 5.1: Terminated tests of rough specimens (Runout=1), and a specimen that
failed in the grip section (Runout=2).
Specimen Type Runout R ∆σ N Ra Rv KAR R10
F38 E(I) 1 0.1 150 2834899 8.62 -34.7 1.78 9.62
X20 E(II) 1 0.1 180 5010349 5.2 -18 1.25 9.22
X16 E(II) 1 0.1 185 6325950 7.07 -28.2 1.97 9.51
X38 E(II) 1 -1 300 2112301 4.96 -29.5 3.03 13.1
X10 E(II) 2 -1 300 853078 7.41 -29.9 2.55 26.7
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Figure 5.22: Notch sensitivity versus fatigue life.
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Figure 5.23: The parameters from Eq. 1.21 and Eq. 1.23 versus fatigue life.
From the discussion in Section 1.2.5, it is natural to assume that the variation
in notch sensitivity may be explained by the stress gradient at the notch. The
various expressions for Kf were checked by solving for the material parameters
using the known Kf for the failed specimens. The material parameters from
Eq. 1.23 and Eq. 1.21 on page 15 are plotted against fatigue failure life in Fig-
ure 5.23. The curvature ρ required in the Neuber expression was found by fitting
parabolas to the lowest points in the notches, as described in Section 3.4.1. The
parameters shows a variation of three orders of magnitude, and there seems to
be no clear dependence on fatigue life.
5.4.1 Accounting for crack propagation
Following the traditional notch fatigue approach, only the initiation life can be
predicted. When the crack grows out of the notch stress field, stress or strain
ranges based on Kf are no longer valid. This is problematic in this context since
the notches are very small and would require a nonlinear fracture mechanics
approach or a closure corrected stress intensity factor. For the reasons stated in
Section 1.3, this has not been undertaken in this work.
Crack growth data have been obtained from Leinum et al. [171], who con-
ducted crack growth measurements on CT specimens (W=25mm, B=5mm) on
an extruded 6082-T6 material with crack growth in the transverse-long and
long-transverse direction. Testing was done at load control with R=0.5. In this
study, load ratios of R=-1 and R=0.1 are used, thus a correction was made using a
modification to Eq. 1.38. The modification consists of replacing ∆K with Kmax for
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Figure 5.24: The original R=0 crack growth data for a 6061 material was adjusted so
that the curve would coincide with 6082 R=0.5 data when the Walker mean stress
correction was used.
negative load ratios, and also changing the sign of the exponent (m− 1) [172]:
da
dN
=

C
[
∆K(1− R)m−1
]n
, R > 0
C
[
Kmax(1− R)1−m
]n
, R < 0.
(5.1)
AFGROW [173], available from the US Air Force Research Laboratory, was used
for fracture mechanics calculations, where Eq. 5.1 is applied on a point-by-
point basis, requiring a value of m for each value of da/dN-∆K. This data
is available for extruded 6061-T6 in the AFGROW material database, and was
slightly adjusted so that the crack growth rate curve would coincide with the
6082 data when the Walker mean stress correction was used. This is shown in
Figure 5.24. In effect, the 6061 data was used with a slight correction to comply
with the R=0.5 data. The estimated R=0.1 data fits well with observations made
by Bergner et al. [81], who found that T6 aluminium alloys tend to have similar
crack growth rates of 10−7 to 2× 10−7 m/cycle at ∆K=10MPa√m.
Several stress intensity factor solutions for standard specimens are included
in AFGROW. A solution for a semi-circular crack in a cylindrical rod was used in
this case, developed by Forman and Shivakumar [174]. An initial crack depth
of 0.8mm was used and the iterations were stopped when the remaining cross
section failed by yielding. The initial crack depth was chosen as the minimum
value that would give yield adequate crack propagation at the lowest load levels
used in the experiments. For R=-1 loading, an effective load ratio of R=-0.3 was
used due to the assumed crack face contact.
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Figure 5.25: Propagation and initiation life curves in relation to smooth and rough
fatigue lives.
Using this crack growth model, the da/dN value computed for specimen
X32 was compared to the observed striation spacing, shown in Figure 5.11(a).
At a crack length of 1.32mm, the solution for ∆K was 8.95MPa
√
m, giving a
crack growth rate of 0.14 µm/cycle. Assuming that each striation corresponds to
one cycle, the crack growth rate was 0.52 µm/cycle at this location. The fracture
mechanics analysis assumes that the crack front is semi-circular, emanating
from a single point and with an increasing crack front length. The crack front
of specimen X32, however, was crescent shaped, with a decreasing crack front
length with increasing crack depth. This gives a higher ∆K for the same crack
length [174], and may explain the higher observed crack growth rate.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the fatigue life can be thought to consist of
initiation and propagation life according to Eq. 2.27. In this case, initiation life
is assumed to end when the crack is 0.8mm deep. By calculating the fatigue
propagation life Np for all stress levels used, the initiation life can be determined
using Nf from the SN curves. A plot for R=-1 loading is shown in Figure 5.25.
The propagation life can be seen to have little influence on smooth specimens
and rough specimens with lives above 105 cycles. Rough specimens with shorter
lives have crack propagation lives on the same order of initiation lives, with
three specimens having shorter initiation lives than propagation lives.
It was mentioned in Section 3.4.1 that the curvature estimation algorithm
would sometimes yield incorrect values for notch tip radii. Some of the scatter
in Figure 5.23(b) can be attributed to these errors in radius estimates, thus in the
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Figure 5.26: Same plot as Figure 5.23, where initiation life has been used instead of
Nf.
following an approximation of the radius is used [34]:
ρ =
2
χ
. (5.2)
Figure 5.26 shows the calculated cS and cN when using initiation life and Eq. 5.2
for ρ in Eq. 1.21. It can be seen that the scatter is reduced, however, a variation by
a factor of ten is still observed, disregarding the three outliers. From these results
it can be concluded that a Neuber type approach cannot readily be applied to
these types of notches. Figure 5.27 shows predictions of initiation life using
Siebel and Stieler’s expression for Kf for the extruded material. The median of
the observed cS was used in this case, which clearly cannot be used in fatigue
life prediction for the finite life regime.
There is some uncertainty with regard to the crack growth rate curve used
in the estimates of N0. No crack growth data was available for the two load
ratios used here, and closure measurements have not been made. A semi-elliptic,
sigmoidal crack growth was assumed in the K estimates, which from Figure 5.9
can be seen to be the case only for fatigue lives below 105. This will not have
much influence on the calculation of N0, however, since for higher fatigue lives,
the initiation life dominates over propagation life.
5.4.2 Critical distance approach
The empirical Kf expressions reviewed in the preceding section are sensitive
to variations in the values of ρ and χ. These values in themselves are highly
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Figure 5.27: Fatigue initiation life prediction for the extruded material, using the
median of the observed cN parameter for calculation of Kf.
Table 5.4: Calculation of critical distances.
Test series ∆σ0 (MPa) ∆Kth (MPa
√
m) a0 ( µm)
E R=-1 375 2.7 16
E R=0.1 302 2.9 29
F R=-1 326 2.7 21
F R=0.1 268 2.9 37
sensitive with regard to measurement errors and numerical algorithms. Instead
of assuming a sub-surface distribution based on surface gradients, a better ap-
proach would be to use these results directly from FEA. Furthermore, predictions
are made for the fatigue limit, in this case defined as Nf =106.
The fatigue thresholds have been estimated from the crack growth data given
in Figure 5.24. The fatigue limit stress ranges were calculated from the 50% fit
lines at N=106 for each test series. The El Haddad parameter was then found
using Eq. 2.33 as shown in Table 5.4. Results from the point method approach
are shown in Figure 5.28, where the critical stress range has been evaluated in a
point located r = a0/2 ahead of the notch root from the elastic FEA. The stress
ranges below the smooth specimen fatigue limits have been highlighted in green,
indicating that this is a “safe” region where cracks will not propagate to failure.
It can be seen that this holds for most specimens, with the exception of two
extruded and two forged specimens in R=-1 loading.
A second method used in the critical distance concept is to average the stress
ranges ahead of the notches over a distance corresponding to 2a0. It is seen
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Figure 5.28: Stress ranges in the critical points ahead of all notches. Notches where
fatigue cracks originated are marked by red circles.
from Figure 5.29 on the next page that the results are very similar to the point
evaluation method. Apart from some small variations in the extruded results, a
trend was observed that the line method was less consistent in identifying the
notch where failure occurred. This is best observed for forged, R=-1 loading in
Figure 5.29.
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Figure 5.29: Average stress ranges ahead of all notches. Notches where fatigue
cracks originated are marked by red circles.
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Chapter 6
Summary
Engineering design is today heavily based on numerical simulations. This is
especially true in the automotive industry, where development time is crucial
for competitiveness. Software suites are today available that model all aspects
of vehicle simulation, and play a crucial role in reducing the time and money
spent in design iterations. Fatigue life prediction is often the most critical step in
such analyses, owing to the fact that little information is usually available to the
designer about the fatigue performance of surface finishes stemming from the
various machining processes.
A series of tests on smooth and rough cylindrical specimens have been done.
The material is a 6082 aluminium alloy used in a forged car suspension arm. Test
specimens were machined from cut-outs of the suspension arms, as well as from
the extruded billets used as raw material for the forging. The suspension arm
components are quenched from the elevated temperature forging operations and
then age-hardened to produce a T5 temper, while the extruded billets were given
a T6 heat treatment for the purpose of comparing the influence of the forging
process on material strength. The T6 condition represents the optimum strength
for this material, thus providing a benchmark for optimizing manufacturing
processes.
The forged material was separated in three batches: standard, prototype and
over-aged standard batch. The prototype batch was manufactured manually
and given a T6 heat treatment. No significant difference was found between
the three batches for R=-1 fatigue loading, while the extruded billet material
showed slightly better fatigue properties. The cyclic stress-strain response was
found to be the same for both the forged and extruded material, even though
the monotonic response was quite different, with the extruded material showing
higher strength.
Surface roughness was created using emery papers of various coarseness.
The specimens were rotated while a stationary arm was pressed against the
surface, creating a series of circumferential grooves. Topography measurements
were made using a white light interferometry (WLI) microscope along the length
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of the specimens at four different angular positions. The axial symmetry of
the surface roughness was found to be good when comparing these for each
specimen. The WLI measurements showed some misreadings and artifacts
around certain geometrical features as verified by scanning electron microscope
(SEM). The artifacts were easy to identify in most cases, and were removed
manually by linearly interpolating between the nearest correct measurements.
Residual stresses were measured using X-rays for the machined, polished
and roughened surfaces. Compressive residual stresses of around 150MPa were
found in all cases, except from one specimen that showed anomalous surface
grooves resembling a corrosion attack. No significant change in residual stresses
could be observed after cyclic loading. The residual stresses were average values
over 1mm in the axial direction, and it is likely that the stresses vary within this
region depending on the topography. Attempts were made to measure residual
stresses in further detail using synchrotron X-rays and a beam/detector setup
capable of 12.5µm spatial resolution. Stress variations on this scale could be
identified, but the magnitude of stresses could not be determined due to the
apparently failed assumption that stresses did not vary considerably around the
circumference.
The measurements from WLI were converted to 2D profiles and used in
axi-symmetric models of the specimens. A cubic interpolation was used for the
FE model in order to avoid stress singularities. Linear elastic and nonlinear,
elastic-plastic material models were used. A bilinear, kinematic hardening
model was used to approximate the cyclic stress-strain response of material. A
nonlinear analysis with an assumed residual stress distribution was also done.
In all analyses, a clear trend was observed: At a certain distance from the notch
root, the notches in which fatigue failure initiated had a higher local stress field
than other notches. Some exceptions were observed where the subsurface stress
solution for the initiation notch was not among the highest. These specimens
showed a very localized initiation zone, indicating that the notch played a lesser
role in the initiation process. In one case, the failure appeared to stem from
the de-bonding of a large grain, while in other cases, evidence was found that
large particles had been present in the initiation zone. On a few specimens,
non-propagating cracks could be observed with SEM. The images showed that
hard particles in the notch root would de-bond and interact with the initiation
crack path. It is likely that when larger clusters of such particles appear in a
notch root, initiation will be accelerated beyond what would be predicted by the
notch geometry alone.
Attempts were made at fatigue life prediction following a traditional notch
approach commonly used in larger geometries. The classical Neuber correction
for notch plasticity was used, along with a generalized Neuber approach, accord-
ing to Hoffmann and Seeger, accounting for notch constraint. The generalized
method showed improved stress and strain estimates over the classical method
when comparing the solutions to elastic-plastic FEA. For fatigue loading with
mean stress, the classical Neuber approach appeared to be more accurate with
regard to stress solution, however, the maximum and minimum stresses as well
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as the strain range were less accurate. The generalized method was more accu-
rate when comparing these results based on the Smith-Watson-Topper damage
parameter.
Classical formulations for the notch influence (q and Kf) were evaluated,
however these were found to be unsuitable. These methods are strictly only valid
for initiation problems, where analytically derived stress and strain conditions in
the fatigue initiation zone can be used in conjunctionwith empirical formulations
for the notch sensitivity and the stress field. Adding to this, the gradient stress
solution and estimates of notch root radii were found to be quite unstable,
depending on mesh and numerical algorithms respectively. The initiation life
was not observed directly, but estimated based on a long crack growth rate
relation for the given material. The minimum initial crack length that could be
used with this approach was 0.8mm, which means that the crack is well beyond
the notch stress field. The initiation life predictions are based on the assumption
that incipient cracks grow within the notch stress field, which in this case is on
the order of 10µm. Growth rates of such small cracks have not been assessed in
this work, thus there is a 10µm-0.8mm region ahead of the notch where little is
known about the actual crack growth rate. To improve initiation life prediction
using a notch approach, it is suggested that small crack growth is investigated
to improve the crack growth life predictions. The size of the notch stress fields
are on the same order of magnitude as the grain structure, thus microstructural
fracture mechanics must be considered.
The finite element analysis used to determine notch influence was based on
linear elastic, isotropic material behavior. This is clearly not the case at the scale
of the microscopic notches encountered, thus a considerable uncertainty exists
with regard to the validity of stress solutions. Evaluation of stress gradients at the
surface were found to be mesh dependent unless a very fine element mesh was
used. The gradient solution, along with estimated curvatures in the notch roots,
are used for notch sensitivity calculations, however, the accuracy required from
the surface measurements seems to be inadequate in defining these parameters
in a stable manner. This may have contributed to the very large scatter observed
for geometry-based notch sensitivity parameters. The observed notch sensitivity
from experiments (q) shows less scatter, and an increasing trend with increasing
fatigue lives. This suggests that a fatigue notch factor derived directly from
q(N f ) may improve predictions. This will, however, limit the applicability of
the approach to surface profiles similar to the ones tested, without being able to
determine geometric influences. The previously mentioned problem with regard
to initiation life and short crack growth will not be resolved, resulting in a q that
depends on specimen geometry.
Two critical distance concepts were applied, assuming the fatigue limit to
be 106. Using an estimate of the long crack fatigue threshold, the condition
for failure below N = 106 could be evaluated for all notches. Critical stress
ranges in all failed notches were, with few exceptions, found to be above the
plain specimen fatigue limit. Run-out specimens were correctly predicted, with
all notch stresses below this limit. The method appears to be very robust,
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considering that the long crack fatigue threshold was not directly measured, but
estimated based on 6061 and 6082 crack growth data for other load ratios.
Main findings
• Extruded 6082-T6 material has better fatigue properties than an equivalent
forged 6082-T5 material.
• The temper of the forged material (T5, T6, T7) does not influence high
cycle fatigue life at R=-1.
• All of the mean stress corrections investigated in this work showed quite
high scatter when applied to the R=-1 and R=0.1 results for forged and
extruded material separately. The Morrow mean stress correction and the
Findley multiaxial damage criterion showed the least scatter.
• A white light interferometry microscope provides fast and accurate mea-
surements of the surface topography, although some artifacts were found
for certain surface geometries. These must be removed in an automated
fashion, either by using a search algorithm or by signal processing.
• Finite element analysis (FEA) of the rough surfaces showed a clear trend,
that initiation would occur in grooves where stresses 10µm below the
surface were higher than for other grooves. A few deviations from this
was observed, and these were ascribed to inherent material weaknesses
located in shallow grooves.
• Elastic-plastic FEA was compared to the classical Neuber rule, as well as a
generalized formulation according to Hoffmann and Seeger (HS). Neuber’s
rule was found to give non-conservative stress results compared to FEA,
while HS showed improved results on the conservative side. In terms of
strain, Neuber is very conservative, while HS gives similar results as the
FEA.
• The Neuber approaches failed to predict initiation life. The initiation life
was defined as N0 = Nf − Np, where Np is the estimated propagation life
for a 0.8mm deep, semi-circular crack.
• The surface grooves or notches were around 40µm deep, which is on
the same scale as the microstructure. Initiation life prediction based on
notch stress fields is problematic in this regard, due to the breakdown
of continuum mechanics analyses and also the difficulty in monitoring
initiation life experimentally.
• Some specimens were investigated in SEM at different intervals during
testing, however, no incipient cracks could be found at critical locations.
Sectioning of a runout specimen after testing revealed 5µm-8µm long
incipient cracks under a light microscope.
• Different initiation behavior was observed for specimens with fatigue lives
above and below 105 cycles. A wide, circumferential initiation zone was
found in specimens with Nf . 105, and was attributed to short initiation
life. Local initiation zones were found at longer lives, which may have
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been caused by local notch severities or inherent material weaknesses in
notch stress fields.
• The short crack parameter a0 according to El Haddad et al. [123] was found
to be in the range 19µm-37µm. This can be considered an estimate of when
linear elastic fracture mechanics is valid for a growing crack.
• The fatigue limit, defined at 106 cycles, could be predicted for the rough
surfaces using a critical distance approach based on a0.
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Chapter 7
Further work
The emphasis in this work has been to establish new measurement and testing
procedures for numerical simulation of surface roughness. Some classical and
more recent methods were used for fatigue life assessment based on linear
elastic analysis. A theory based on non-propagating cracks was found to give
adequate predictions of the fatigue limit of the rough surfaces. The concept
could be integrated with current software for virtual prototyping, or written
as a standalone post-processor to component level FE simulations. Processing
times are short due to the foundation on linear elastic analyses, thus making the
approach suitable for in-line manufacturing inspection.
A natural extension of this work would be to model the microstructure
numerically. The orientation of grains can either be determined or estimated
in order to study the grain orientation influence. Three dimensional analysis is
required to model the constraint and the anisotropic response of single grains.
This would require smaller test specimens than used here, and would pose some
challenges with regard to specimen manufacturing and testing.
Some of the rough specimens failed from inherent material defects, in areas
with relatively shallow notches. In order to predict these failures, a statistical
description of material defects is needed. The surface roughness may also be
described with regard to critical distance stresses according to a Weibull or
Gumbel type distribution, in order to predict the occurrence of more detrimental
grooves outside of the confined area of measurement. Paired with a distribution
of inherent defects, a lower fatigue limit for a given surface can be found by
defining a desired probability of failure.
Fatigue testing has not been done on the forged component surface. The
actual forged surface has three distinct surface types: one stemming from the
forging tools, one from a cutting/deburring process and one from milling. The
critical surface with regard to fatigue has been recognized as the deburred area,
running around themidst of the component. While the artificially created surface
roughness studied in this work resembles the deburred surface roughness, resid-
ual stresses and near-surface microstructure are most likely very different. These
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characteristics must be studied with regard to initiation life, and will require
specific fatigue tests on the actual component surface to verify mathematical
models.
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A Fatigue testing
A1 Specimens
(a) Specimen with steel bushings.
(b) Deformed grip section. (c) Collet chuck.
Figure A-1: Type A specimen geometry (a) and deformed grip section in a type B
specimen geometry (b). The markings stem from the collet (c) used for clamping in
the reversed fatigue tests.
A2 Fatigue data
Fatigue data in tabular form is included in this section. Details on the different
material designations are given in Section 3.1.1. The codes used to describe the
validity of tests are as follows:
0: Valid test
1: Test terminated, no failure
2: Specimen failed in the grip section
3: Specimen failed in the notch fillet
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Table A-1: Fatigue data for forged material: R=0.1 load control.
Specimen Type ∆σ N Runout
E21 F(I) 350 20599 0
B18 F(I) 350 26493 0
F20 F(I) 350 28930 0
B24 F(I) 330 195340 0
F15 F(I) 310 196930 0
B17 F(I) 310 431976 0
B16 F(I) 300 428045 0
E16 F(I) 300 490242 0
E6 FR(I) 281 105984 0
E14 F(I) 281 119292 0
E23 F(I) 281 234979 0
B22 F(I) 281 245968 0
A19 F(I) 281 256972 0
E17 F(I) 281 267268 0
E25 F(I) 281 296206 0
B25 F(I) 281 1645858 0
E15 F(I) 281 5734391 1
Table A-2: Fatigue data for extruded material: R=0.1 load control.
Specimen Type ∆σ N Runout
X74 E(II) 330 80531 0
X2 E(II) 330 98581 0
F41 E(I) 330 131100 3
F44 E(I) 330 138738 0
F37 E(I) 330 282545 0
F28 E(I) 330 318089 0
F25 E(I) 330 364521 0
F27 E(I) 310 55761 3
Y101 E(III) 310 71046 0
X34 E(II) 310 118056 2
F39 E(I) 310 276562 0
X35 E(II) 310 379136 2
Y102 E(III) 310 454803 0
F47 E(I) 310 794739 0
F40 E(I) 310 3777090 0
X5 E(II) 300 137092 0
X31 E(II) 300 297663 0
F22s E(I) 300 718942 0
F29 E(I) 300 2322558 2
F24 E(I) 300 3804782 0
F30 E(I) 300 5355467 0
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Table A-3: Fatigue data for extruded material: R=-1 load control.
Specimen Type ∆σ N Runout
X59 E(II) 490 67326 0
X62 E(II) 490 87760 0
X57 E(II) 490 98912 0
X61 E(II) 450 110290 0
X66 E(II) 450 168461 0
X64 E(II) 403 274043 0
X67 E(II) 403 286741 0
X51 E(II) 403 826800 2
X70 E(II) 380 437307 0
X65 E(II) 380 528105 0
X53 E(II) 380 830209 0
X63 E(II) 380 943131 2
X58 E(II) 380 981632 0
X52 E(II) 370 889868 2
X56 E(II) 370 957410 2
X68 E(II) 370 1051192 2
X54 E(II) 370 1085644 0
X60 E(II) 370 1333733 2
X55 E(II) 370 1850365 0
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Table A-4: Fatigue data for forged material: R=-1 load control.
Specimen Type ∆σ N Runout
F9 FR(I) 490 21167 0
E8 FR(I) 490 32518 0
B9 FR(I) 403 122904 0
E104 FP(I) 403 139840 0
A104 FP(I) 403 154566 0
A101 FP(I) 403 163764 0
F8 FR(I) 403 167471 0
B6 FR(I) 350 292891 0
B104 FP(I) 350 292906 2
B101 FP(I) 350 491536 0
B103 FP(I) 350 550795 0
E7 FR(I) 350 654335 0
F103 FP(I) 330 286854 2
B7 FR(I) 330 394602 0
A7 FR(I) 330 694689 0
B102 FP(I) 330 898132 2
F7 FR(I) 330 1054973 0
F102 FP(I) 330 1828781 0
F104 FP(I) 330 2229147 0
A8 FR(I) 310 1051023 0
E9 FR(I) 310 1223051 2
A6 FR(I) 310 1997123 2
F6 FR(I) 250 4880775 2
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Table A-5: Fatigue data for extruded material: strain control.
Half-life
Name Batch ∆ε Nf f (Hz) ∆σ (MPa) E (GPa) ∆εp
Y25 III 1.50 234 0.13 696 69.2 0.4876
Y24 III 1.50 236 0.13 702 71.5 0.5067
Y22 III 1.30 257 0.15 743 73.1 0.2776
Y15 III 1.20 277 0.17 715 74.1 0.2260
Y17 III 1.30 355 0.15 704 70.7 0.2980
Y20 III 1.20 409 0.17 707 72.4 0.2177
Y23 III 1.20 592 0.17 708 71.6 0.2069
YX33 II 1.30 705 0.15 744 70.9 0.2496
Y19 III 1.10 706 0.18 704 72.8 0.1267
Y21 III 1.10 937 0.18 736 73.4 0.0932
Y18 III 1.10 1078 0.18 728 73.6 0.1028
Y10 III 1.00 2781 0.25 702 73.8 0.0411
Y11 III 1.00 3515 0.20 686 73.5 0.0607
Y9 III 1.00 3620 0.20 707 73.8 0.0379
Y16 III 0.80 8307 0.25 581 73.8 0.0096
Y12 III 0.80 10269 0.20 583 74.1 0.0112
Y14 III 0.80 14023 0.25 578 73.8 0.0138
YX8 II 0.80 15332 0.25 594 74.5 0.0087
Y13 III 0.80 16806 0.20 572 72.9 0.0100
X71 II 0.80 20149 0.25 595 75.4 0.0080
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Table A-6: Fatigue data for the forged F(I) material. Strain controlled cycling was
used for N < 43200. For longer lives, testing was switched to load control with a
frequency of 10Hz. Testing was done by Westmoreland Mechanical Testing and
Research Ltd.
Half-life
Name ∆ε Nf f (Hz) ∆σ (MPa) E (GPa) ∆εp
A34 1.60 53 0.50 754 70.2 0.5560
E67 1.30 86 0.50 748 75.2 0.4010
A41 1.30 204 0.50 734 70.6 0.2800
A65 1.30 293 0.50 749 70.0 0.2490
E58 1.30 350 0.50 735 69.4 0.2640
A39 1.30 769 0.50 732 67.9 0.2280
E36 1.00 238 0.50 721 76.6 0.0970
A61 1.00 1294 0.50 703 71.9 0.0290
E50 1.00 1755 0.50 700 72.5 0.0500
A53 1.00 2084 0.50 702 72.2 0.0420
E48 1.00 5335 0.50 695 71.1 0.0430
A56 0.70 25328 0.50 506 72.8 0.0060
E34 0.70 36356 0.50 514 73.8 0.0040
E62 0.70 44702 0.50 - 10 504 73.6 0.0000
A68 0.70 46716 0.50 - 10 524 74.8 0.0010
A63 0.70 47714 0.50 - 10 513 73.3 0.0010
E60 0.50 157413 0.50 - 10 361 72.6 0.0000
A37 0.50 177445 0.50 - 10 363 73.5 0.0030
A58 0.50 297713 0.50 - 10 353 74.3 0.0000
A44 0.50 314268 0.50 - 10 365 74.1 0.0000
E65 0.50 781393 0.50 - 10 381 76.8 0.0010
E43 0.30 10000000 0.50 - 10 215 71.9 0.0100
A51 0.30 10000000 0.50 - 10 215 73.7 0.0000
i
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A3 Regression analysis
Fatigue life is usually assumed to follow a log-normal distribution. The cumula-
tive distribution function (CDF) and probability density function (PDF) can then
be used to establish the likelihood function of the two different observations;
failed and not failed:
L =
n
∏
i=1
[
φ(zi)
s(∆σi)Ni
]δi
[1−Φ(zi)]1−δi , (A-1)
where i is specimen number, Φ and φ are the CDF and PDF respectively, and δi
equals 1 if specimen i failed, and 0 if it survived. The distribution functions are:
Φ =
1
2
erf−1
(−zi√
2
)
(A-2)
φ = exp
(
−z2i
2
√
2pis(∆σi)
)
, (A-3)
where the standard normal variable is given by:
zi =
ln(Ni)− µ(∆σi)
s(∆σi)
, (A-4)
and erf−1 is the complimentary error function:
erf−1(x) = 2√
2pi
∫ ∞
x
e−t
2
dt. (A-5)
Considering here a stress based life analysis, the fatigue life N is modeled as
a random variable with mean µ as a function of stress range ∆σ. The analysis
for strain life fatigue is more complicated, as it involves joint effects of scatter
in material stress-strain relations and fatigue parameters Zhao [175], Kandarpa
et al. [176], Williams et al. [177, see e.g.]. Taking the logarithm of Eq. 1.1 and
rearranging, leads to:
µ(∆σi) = E[ln(Ni)] = ln
[
1
2
exp
{
ln
(
∆σi
2σ′f
)
/b
}]
(A-6)
The standard deviation s for ln(Ni) is modeled as a function of stress level as:
s(∆σi) =
√
Var(ln(Ni)) = exp (β1 + β2 ln(∆σi)) , (A-7)
where β2 = 0 results in a constant standard deviation. Pascual andMeeker’s [48]
fatigue life equation (Eq. 1.12 on page 10) can be restated with the nomenclature
used here:
µ(∆σi) = α1 + α2 ln(∆σi − γ). (A-8)
i
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Numerical solution
The parameters are found by maximizing the likelihood function numerically.
This can prove to be very difficult unless very good starting values for the
iteration are given. A least squares regression of the “failed” observations can be
used to find the starting values. To improve convergence, a reparametrization of
z is used:
zi =

k1 +
zi − k1
1+ (zi − k1)/k1m for zi > k1
− k2 − zi + k2−1+ (zi + k2)/k2m for zi < −k2,
(A-9)
where the k parameters are adjusted to avoid infinite values of L and divide by
zero problems. Details can be found in Ref. [178, p. 394]. The maximum likeli-
hood estimators are found by maximizing ln(L), which is easier to manipulate
mathematically than L.
Confidence levels for a given model parameter β0 are found by evaluating
the profile likelihood:
R(β0) =
L(β¯, β0)
L(βˆ)
, (A-10)
where βˆ is a vector containing the ML estimates and β¯ are the ML estimates with
β0 removed. The profile likelihood will take values from 0 to 1 indicating the
likelihood of the given parameter value β0. A confidence interval (1− α) for β0
can be found using the chi-squared distribution with one degree of freedom:
R(β0) ≥ exp
[
−
χ2(1;1−α)
2
]
. (A-11)
In fitting the various models to data, plots of the residuals and probability
plots for the residuals are necessary in order to assess the goodness of fit. The
residuals are given by
ei = ln(Ni)− µ(βˆ,∆σi). (A-12)
Standardized residuals should be used, since the standard deviation can vary
for different stress levels:
e¯i =
ei
s(βˆ,∆σi)
(A-13)
Figure A-2 shows Eq. A-11 evaluated for β1 and γ in the forged SN data. The
indicated values are the lower β0 values satisfying Eq. A-11 using α = 0.05, i.e.
a 95% confidence interval.
If a lognormal distribution is assumed, the residuals should form a straight
line in a normal probability plot, and plots of residuals versus observed stress
and mean estimate should appear patternless. In Figure A-3, residuals for
the model in Figure 3.14 indicate that the model assumptions are reasonable,
although the runout at N = 107 clearly stands out as it is far from the mean
estimate µ.
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Figure A-2: 95% confidence interval for two of the parameters in Figure 3.14.
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Figure A-3: Plots of residuals for the fatigue limit model.
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B Matlab code
General information and FEA results for each specimen are stored in a MATLAB
structure array and stored as a binary file. This section provides an overview of
algorithms for FEA, leaving out the ones pertaining to WLI data processing. The
structure is arranged as follows:
specimen (struct)
` initiation location (array)
` SN data (array)
` clock{i} (cell) where i = 1, 2, 3, 4
`WLI profile (array)
` radius data (array)
` surface parameters (array)
` dominant valleys (array)
` stress/strain solutions ahead of valleys (struct)
` σz (array)
` εz (array)
...
· σr, σφ, τrz, εr, εφ, γrz (arrays)` surface σz (array)
` surface σ1 (array)
` surface χ (array)
The initiation location array contains the angular and axial position of where the
crack initiated, and the SN data contains the stress range and number of cycles
to failure for the test. For each clock value, a cell array holds the measured WLI
profile and additional information such as the notch root radius of dominant
valleys, the position of these valleys and geometric surface parameters such as
Ra and Rz. All smaller arrays, i.e. all information except profile and FE solutions,
are also stored in a MYSQL database for fast retrieval.
B1 Analysis programs
This section gives an outline of the functions called by the main program, Algo-
rithm 1 on page 85. The FEMLAB solver is called within the function run_fea
once the geometry has been created. This program is outlined in Algorithm 2.
The mesh iteration on Line 2-5 ensures that the number of DOF are kept below
a certain level: By adjusting the element growth rate for the whole model, the
total number of DOF is reduced without affecting the resolution of the surface
boundary. A mesh optimizer meshoptim is used at the end of the iteration, since
FEMLAB by default produces low quality triangles. The nonlinear solution for
R=-1 loading and applied residual stress would not generally converge, so the
solution at Line 22 was only obtained for R=0.1 loading.
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Input: geometry, load range and solver parameters
Output: FE displacement solution contained in a structure array
make initial mesh with default parameters;1
while number of vertices > threshold do2
increase element growth rate;3
make mesh;4
end5
optimize mesh using FEMLAB’s meshoptim;6
if residual stress analysis then7
apply residual stress as a function of the geometry;8
set as initial value for subsequent analyses;9
end10
if linear elastic then11
define linear material model;12
apply unit load to upper boundary;13
call linear FEMLAB solver;14
else15
define elastic-plastic material model;16
apply displacement to boundary corresponding to max load;17
call parametric FEMLAB solver;18
if R=0.1 or residual stress analysis then19
use the solution from Line 18 as initial solution;20
prescribe unloading to Rσmax;21
call parametric FEMLAB solver;22
end23
end24
Algorithm 2: run_fea. This function sets up the boundary conditions and
solution parameters used by the FEMLAB functions femlin and femnlin.
Algorithm 3 lists the post-processing program, invoked from Algorithm 1.
The rain-flow analysis used by postproc is based on the dat2tp function from
the WAFO toolbox [179]. The function postinterp calculates stress and strain
values for arbitrary points by interpolation from gauss point solutions, while
posteval uses an extrapolation from gauss points to find nodal solutions.
Algorithm 4 describes the function that assembles the solutions for all parts
into a complete solution structure for a given surface profile. The parts overlap
by a certain amount to avoid end-constraint effects, so the solution for each part
is retrieved from half of the overlapped region as indicated on Line 7.
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Input: Structure array with displacements for one part
Output: Solutions of stress and strain at the surface boundary and ahead
of notches
find location of critical valleys (V1) by rain-flow analysis of the profile;1
V1z← log-distribution of points ahead of V1;2
forall V1z do3
call FEMLAB’s postinterp to calculate stress and strain4
end5
call FEMLAB’s posteval to calculate stress and strain at surface nodes;6
find critical valleys (V2) by rain-flow analysis of the surface stress solution;7
V2z← log-distribution of points ahead of V2;8
forall V2z do9
call FEMLAB’s postinterp to calculate stress and strain10
end11
Algorithm 3: postproc. Function for calculating stresses and strains from a
FE displacement solution.
Input: Stress and strain solutions for all parts
Output: Stress and strain solutions for a complete profile
solution← [];1
forall parts do2
partsol← solution data for this part;3
startpos(i)← start position of this part;4
endpos(i)← end position of this part;5
startpos(i+ 1)← start position of next part;6
split_location(i)← [endpos(i)+startpos(i+ 1)]/2;7
adjust split_location to avoid valleys and peaks;8
solution append←− partsol ∈ split_location[i, i+ 1];9
end10
Algorithm 4: assemble. This function assembles stress and strain solutions
from single parts.
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C FEA results
C1 Mesh variations
Mesh density was adjusted using a curvature factor that controlled the mesh
density at the surface boundary. The mesh size is determined by multiplying
the curvature factor with the local radius of curvature. Figure A-4 shows linear
elastic solutions for Mises equivalent stress (σe) and stress gradient (χ Eq. 4.21)
at a sharp and a blunt notch in a 3mm long subsection of a specimen geometry.
The left column shows the influence of the curvature factor, and the right column
shows the same data plotted against degrees of freedom for the whole mesh.
Quadratic and a cubic lagrange shape functions were used for each mesh case,
shown as full and dashed lines respectively. All values are normalized with
respect to the cubic mesh solution, having 460 kDOF (thousand DOF).
Quadratic lagrange functions and a curvature factor of 0.12 was used for
the linear analyses in order to resolve the stress gradient. An element growth
factor of 1.2 was used in the majority of cases, though it would be incrementally
adjusted upwards to 1.3 if the number of mesh vertices exceeded 85,000. This
would correspond to about 700 kDOF, which was the limit for what could be
solved without resorting to slow disk cache. It can be seen from Figure A-4 that
the solutions for Mises stress stabilizes for both the short and blunt notch at
a curvature factor of 0.3. The stress gradient solutions still show some mesh
dependent variations for the quadratic mesh, while the cubic solutions appear to
converge. (See Section 4.2.3 for an explanation). The quadratic solution is more
effective than the cubic solution when comparing the two based on DOF. The
solution times for these analyses ranged from 9 to 50 s for this geometry section,
which may not sound as much, but it adds up when considering this is one
out of four profile sections, and there are four such profiles for each specimen.
Post-processing typically takes the same amount of time as solving, thus the
corresponding total solution times for the range of curvature factors used here
would be about 5 and 30min.
C2 Analysis using ABAQUS
ABAQUS was initially intended for finite element analysis, since it was available
on an SGI Origin supercomputer, and also due to its more robust non-linear
solver. FEMLAB was used to generate ABAQUS input-files for full profile ge-
ometries with meshes. A non-linear hardening model was used according to
Lemaitre and Chaboche, where the Mises yield surface is described as:
f (σ − α) =
√
3
2
(S− α′) : (S− α′). (A-14)
f (σ − α) = σ0 is the size of the yield surface, α is the backstress tensor and S
and α′ are the deviator stress and deviator backstress tensors respectively. In
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Figure A-4: Solution convergence test using von Mises stress and stress gradient,
normalized with respect to the largest element mesh solution. Full lines are solutions
from quadratic shape functions and dashed lines are from cubic shape functions,
using the same element vertices for a given curvature factor.
this analysis, the size of the yield surface is constant, whereby Eq. A-14 only
depends on the kinematic hardening component:
α˙ =
C
σ0
(σ − α) ˙¯εp − γα ˙¯εp, (A-15)
where C is the initial kinematic hardening modulus and γ controls the rate at
which the kinematic hardening modulus decreases with increased plastic strain.
This model approximate the measured cyclic stress-strain curve better than the
bilinear hardening model available in FEMLAB. Post-processing was done in
Python, which is the ABAQUS native post-processing language.
The problem with this approach appeared to be insufficient precision in
the native Python library. When solutions were requested for elements below
a certain size, the returned solution would be incorrect. A Python program,
similar to the one outlined in Algorithm 3 on page 151, was written to extract
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solutions ahead of notches from the ABAQUS result files. Solutions for a notch1
is shown in Figure A-5, where an elastic-plastic and a linear elastic analysis from
ABAQUS have been compared to FEMLAB.
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Figure A-5: Solutions returned from ABAQUS post-processing (red circles) compared
to the FEMLAB solution. The blue circles correspond to an adjustment of the ABAQUS
solution, so that it coincides with the larger element edges. (σnom=250MPa).
When calculating a solution along a line, the ABAQUS post-processing routine
returns solutions where this line intersects element edges. The positions of the
calculated intersections were found to be in disagreement with the element
mesh. By adding a certain length to these positions, they were found to coincide
with larger element edges further away from the surface, but the positions for
smaller element edges would then be prescribed outside of the model, as seen
in FigureA-6. The solution with this adjustment is seen in Figure A-5, where
6.4µm have been subtracted for all r values. It can be seen that the adjusted
solution approaches the linear elastic FEMLAB solution for larger elements, while
the “small element” solution is still wrong. For the elastic-plastic solution,
the FEMLAB and MATLAB solution differ for larger elements as well due to
the different hardening models used. Assuming that the ABAQUS solution is
correct for r>10µm, it can be stated that the non-linear hardening model predicts
a smaller plastic zone than the bilinear model for this load level, while the
magnitude of σz is about the same.
The ABAQUS results were the same, whether the post-processing was done
on the 64 bit Origin computer or a 32 bit Windows computer. The FEMLAB results
were obtained using double precision, so it could be that the problem stems
from the ABAQUS Python libraries using 32 bit single precision, in disregard of
the computer platform. A MATLAB post-processing program could have been
made to do the interpolation from an ABAQUS result file, however, this was not
undertaken since the ABAQUS support team indicated that they would look into
it. As of yet, they have not provided a solution.
1Specimen X4, where initiation occurred
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5µm
rr - 6.4 µm
Figure A-6: Positions returned from ABAQUS post-processing, moved 6.42µm to
the left so that they coincide with the larger element edges.
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